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Abstract 
 

The application of Hybrid Laminar Flow Control (HLFC) offers the potential of significant fuel 

savings due to drag reduction. Since practical explorations during flights are very expensive, 

computer software, which models the en-route performance of jet transport aircraft, has been 

established. This report describes this software in detail. Furthermore the document deals with 

a modification of this program by entering performance data of a typical jet transport aircraft in 

the general class of the Airbus A330. Of particular importance is how the information is pro-

cessed and how it is made compatible to the software. 

 

After assuring the reliability of the modified program by comparing its results with information 

from published sources, a sensitivity study is performed to investigate the possible impact of 

HLFC on fuel usage. These results are discussed and evaluated, and some conclusions are 

given. 

 

The necessary background for all applied calculations is provided in the form of basic explana-

tions at the beginning of this report.



 
Studiengang Flugzeugbau 

University of  Limerick 
Department of Mechanical & Aeronautical Engineering 

 
 

Performance Assessment of HLFC 
(Hybrid Laminar Flow Control) Aircraft 
 
Diplomarbeit (diplom thesis) in compliance with § 21 of  „Ordnung der staatlichen Zwischen- 
und Diplomprüfung in den Studiengängen Fahrzeugbau und Flugzeugbau an der Fach-
hochschule Hamburg“. 
  

Background 
Hybrid Laminar Flow Control (HLFC) is an drag reduction technique that permits extended 
laminar flow control on an aircraft surface at chord Reynolds numbers normally associated 
with turbulent flow. The delay in transition of the boundary layer is usually achieved by the 
application of suction over the first 10 to 20% of the chord (i.e. ahead the front spar of the 
wing). With HLFC a correctly profiled wing, empennage or nacelle could permit laminar flow 
to extend back to about 50% of the chord. This is however at the expense of an increase in 
system weight, maintenance costs and increased Specific Fuel Consumption. A computer per-
formance model of a twin engine aircraft in the class of the Boeing 757 has been developed at 
the University of Limerick to study the potential fuel saving of a HLFC aircraft, taking into 
account the possible increase in the SFC (Specific Fuel Consumption) of the engines due to the 
energy required for the suction system. In calculating the fuel required for a specific mission, 
the program uses a series of “lookup” tables that define the primary aerodynamic characteris-
tics of the aircraft and the fuel flow versus thrust relationships (as a function of height and air-
speed). 
 

Task 
It is required that the candidate develops a second series of „lookup“ tables for a generic air-
craft of greater size and longer range, in the class of the Airbus A330-200. Partial performance 
information on this aircraft is available. It is required that the candidate works backwards from 
the given performance results to derive the basic aerodynamic characteristics and the fuel rela-
tionships for this aircraft, using the existing twin jet data as a model. Having established the 
input data for the second aircraft, it will be necessary to validate the model against published 
operational data for this aircraft. If necessary the input data will be adjusted to improve the 
accuracy of the results. The computer model will then be used to perform a sensitivity study to 
investigate the impact on fuel burn of various levels of Drag reduction, SFC penalty, and OEW 
increase. 
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1 Introduction 
 

 

1.1 Motivation 
 
Throughout the history of aeronautics it has always been an important task to improve the 

aerodynamic properties of aircraft. While in the early years of aircraft construction main pur-

pose was to gain more powerful designs, the current research generally aims to achieve lower 

fuel consumption. As the shape of conventional aircraft has been optimized over the decades 

drag reducing is of particular interest these days. Research in this area has flourished since 

1970 because of the shortage and, therefore higher fuel prices, due to the oil crisis. Nowadays, 

the hard competition between the airlines with lots of dumping prices for the flights is rather a 

topic than the fuel price.  

 

Additionally the exhaustion of worldwide oil reserves is foreseeable and newly developed tech-

niques are usually less efficient in the first years of their usage. Therefore, optimized aerody-

namic characteristics are indispensable to keep up current air traffic in the future. This is of 

great significance, since mobility is one of the most important pillars of modern economy.  

Presently, Hydrogen is the propellant, which presents the most promising possibilities as a re-

placement for kerosene. However, this would still entail some problems, which are not prop-

erly solved yet. Steady low temperatures are needed to keep it in its liquid state and it is very 

volumous. Therefore, an at least cylindrical structure is required to keep the outer surface and 

thus the weight as low as possible, which brings with it the disadvantage that the wings cannot 

be used anymore to store fuel. Nevertheless, the developing explosive mixture in contact with 

Oxygen is problematic and demands high safety requirements regarding the tanks. 

 

The environmental implications have to be considered from two points of view. On one hand, 

air traffic is a way to bring high numbers of passengers from A to B, which causes less envi-

ronmental damage than all other means of transportation by taking into account, that it has to 

be within an acceptable time. Because of the meanwhile gigantic dimensions of transport jets, 

like for instance the new A380, the fuel burned per person is similar to that burned on an aver-

age car journey. In addition, an aeroplane can take the direct and, therefore, the shortest route 

without needing many en-route ground facilities. On the other hand, this occurs at the expense 

of the ozone layer due to damaging emissions like Nitrogen oxides because most transport jets 

operate at altitudes within the stratosphere for efficiency reasons. Another dangerous sub-

stance, which develops while fuel is being burned, is carbon dioxide. This is one of the gases, 

which is most responsible for the greenhouse effect. Since water vapour, which comes into 

existence by using Hydrogen, has also an adverse influence, the greenhouse effect will continue 

to be a source of concern in the future. 
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Several other possibilities also exist to improve the efficiency of an aircraft, for instance a re-

duction of weight or an increase in the engine’s efficiency. The latter can be achieved by in-

creasing the bypass ratio, which defines how much air passes through the engines core in rela-

tion to the actual air used to burn the fuel. A crude rule is that the higher this ratio, the higher 

the engine’s efficiency, which is, of course, limited by the fact that a combustion chamber of a 

certain size is needed to gain enough power. On the other hand the fan cannot, even unducted, 

get an arbitrary large radius as this produces additional drag and results in lower velocities be-

ing reached by the aeroplane.  

Other possible solutions include the boundary layer suction from turbine blades in order to 

reduce drag peeks affected by sonic velocities of the passing air, or blade cooling, to allow 

higher rotation speeds. 

 

Weight reduction is a subject that gains high importance due to the possibility of replacing 

aluminium alloys with much lighter composite materials, made of carbon fibre. It is not yet 

possible to use them for all aircraft structures, because, in the majority of cases, the required 

reliability cannot be assured. However, these materials are becoming more technologically ad-

vanced so that more and more parts of the aircraft will be made of composites prospective, and 

in aircraft construction every kilogram counts. 

 

Here it may also be cited, that in the remote future the shape of aircraft might change. A study 

concerning an oblique flying wing is being carried out by DASA and NASA is already conduct-

ing flight tests with flying wings. First results show that they possess favourable low speed 

properties and that their in-flight behaviour is very stable, although they have no empennages. 

The interference drag could nearly disappear, as the structure contains no fuselage and the 

wider wings offer the opportunity to integrate the engines. Therefore, a potential of 25 to 40% 

fuel saving is estimated. (DVA, 2001), (Schmidt, 1998) 
 

However, today’s attempts concentrate mainly on drag reduction. Here, the profile drag is the 

centre of interest, as it depends on the transition of the boundary layer in high proportion, 

which is controllable even though limited at present. One way to achieve this is boundary layer 

suction. As this is an active device, it offers the opportunity to manipulate airflow in minute 

detail. Unfortunately, this is connected with an increase in weight and fuel consumption, as 

some additional equipment and power is needed. The Break Release Weight (BRW) of an 

aeroplane is fixed. Therefore, sensitivity studies have to be carried out to examine the extent to 

which the gross efficiency is impaired due to the higher Operational Empty Weight (OEW) and 

an increased Specific Fuel Consumption (SFC).
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1.2 Objectives 
 

Software was developed in the context of a research project of the Universities of Limerick, 

Ireland and Cranfield, UK, to investigate the impact of HLFC system on a medium range twin 

jet aircraft in the Boeing 757 class. This software models the en-route performance of an entire 

flight mission according to requirements of the International Civil Aviation Organization 

(ICAO) including the alternate, where HLFC system can be installed virtually. It uses the Lo-

tus 1-2-3 software package and essentially determines the fuel required for a specific flight 

mission. The calculations are based on data, which defines the main aerodynamic and engine 

characteristics for the aircraft. 

 

Computed results were crosschecked against results of another program, based on the same 

data set, and high accuracy could be ascertained. Comparisons with independent information 

were made beforehand and were found to be acceptable 

 

In order to extend the spectrum of studies, the software has been modified by substituting data 

for another aircraft, a larger one with a longer range, in the general class of the Airbus A330. 

For that reason it was required to develop input tables, which was achieved by making assump-

tions based on theoretical mathematical analysis applied to extend the available performance 

information provided by the University of Limerick. 

 

After the input data was established, the results computed by the software were crosschecked 

against published information, such as a flight crew operating manual for fuel planning, which 

is supplied by the manufacturer to the airlines to enable them to carry out en-route calculations 

quickly. Another check against an advertising document of Airbus was done. Both compari-

sons led to acceptable results. 

 

Once sufficient accuracy was assured, the software was used to perform a sensitivity study to 

investigate the possible impact of HLFC system on the fuel usage. By considering the change 

in block fuel, the single impacts of such systems were obtained and their sum was compared to 

answers computed for a virtual full installation. These results are discussed and evaluated. 
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1.3 Literature review 
 

The Boeing Notes “Jet Transport Performance Methods” (Boeing, 1989) provided the neces-

sary background since they contain basics of aeronautical engineering like aerodynamics, 

power plant and aircraft performance in a very comprehensive form. Since the origin of nearly 

all parameters is derived, it offered an extension of the knowledge attained by the previous 

study. In addition the notes include a summary of useful information for performance engi-

neers, which was also very helpful as information needed could be found quickly. 

 

In the Boeing Notes No. 1 and No. 2 (Boeing, 1996) many descriptive pages can be found, 

which make it more apparent how the theory given in release No. 1 is used in practice. Fur-

thermore, some examples are worked out in detail. These all enable a reader with some engi-

neering background to understand the derivations and to use the given equations properly. 

 

Some further information was found in the lecture notes for flight mechanics of Young (1999). 
Their use was very helpful, since difficult topics are elaborated in a way that a student is able to 

understand them. In addition, these notes provide much information about the practical use of 

this theory, which makes them easier and more interesting to read and gives an idea of the 

meaning of it all. 

 

Also both notes of Scholz used for this work may be cited, the “Skript zur Vorlesung – Flug-

zeugentwurf” (Scholz, 1999) and “Normgerechtes Verfassen von Diplomarbeiten mit Hilfe 

einer Word-Musterdatei” (Scholz, 2001). The former deals with the complete design of an 

airplane and gives all necessary information to work out ones own design, which leads to 

amazing close results compared to a re-designed aircraft, which already exists. 

The other notes describe how to compose a scientific report based on the DIN norms. In addi-

tion a scheme is given, which can be practically used in Microsoft Word to achieve these nor-

malized formats. Whoever had to write a report knows how much time, otherwise needed for 

research and realization of the desired form, can be saved, if such a tool is available. This has 

recently been published in book form. 

 

To understand the functions of the Lotus 1-2-3 software package some literature was re-

viewed. However, good one could not be found as the most are based on business back-

grounds, and it was hard to pick out the necessary information in adequate time. The help 

function of the package provided the more efficient tool. 

 

In the documents of Young/Fielding (2000) and Young/Fielding (2001) the necessary back-

ground about the application of HLFC system could be found. The advantages and disadvan-

tages are explained and some studies are described, which made the task easier to solve.  
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1.5 Structure arranged of Work 
 

Several different working steps had to carry out in order to solve the problems given in the 

task. Therefore, the report will have the subsequent structure. After explaining the necessary 

theoretical background in chapter 2 and the specification of HLFC system by taking into ac-

count its advantages and disadvantages, as well as other drag reducing devices in chapter 3, it 

deals in the main part with the following topics: 

 
Chapter 4  describes the structure and the function of the original software in detail and 

compares computed answers to other results based on the same data set 

Chapter 5  explains how the available performance data is dealt with to modify the soft-

ware for a second aircraft of another class and how the calculated results 

compare to results from published sources 

Chapter 6  contains the sensitivity studies, their results in tables form, illustrations and 

the descriptions of the illustrations 

Chapter 7  discusses the experiences, gained from the research, the application of the 

software, and its modification, as well as the results of the studies 

Chapter 8  gives the conclusions resulting from the previous experiences made in hand-

ling the software and the data, and in working out the studies 

Appendix A includes the developed tables, which define the main aerodynamic properties 

and engine parameters 

Appendix B contains flowcharts of both the applied software and the program based on 

the same data set used to compare the results 

Appendix C contains the original example together with all necessary data pages of the 

Operating Manual of A330 for the fuel planning 

Appendix D gives a further example, which was worked out to achieve more similarity to 

the basic conditions of the software, where all steps are described in detail 

Appendix E provides the necessary equations for airspeed conversions 

Appendix F provides data, which is useful for unit’s conversions 

Appendix G contains the used table of values for the International Standard Atmosphere 
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2 Aerodynamics and Performance 
 

 

2.1 Flight Profile 
 

The profile of any flight mission basically includes steps 1 to 5, as well as the steps 12 and 13 

as shown in figure 2.1. However, unpredictable contingencies may occur, whereby additional 

operations are necessary to ensure that an aeroplane is able to reach an alternate aerodrome. 

These, for safety reasons required operations are defined by the International Civil Aviation 

Organization (ICAO): 

 

ICAO Annex 6-4.3.6.3 (Boeing 1996): 
 

4.3.6.3 Aeroplanes equipped with turbo-jet engines. 
 
4.3.6.3.2. A) When an alternate aerodrome is required: 

To fly to and execute an approach, and a missed approach, at the aero-
drome to which the flight is planned, and thereafter: 

 
a) To fly to the alternate aerodrome specified in the flight plan; 

and then 
b) To fly for 30 minutes at holding speed at 450 m 

(1500 ft) above the alternate aerodrome under 
standard temperature conditions, and approach 
and land; … 

 

According to these requirements a complete flight profile of aircraft equipped with turbo-jet 

engines may be pictured as follows: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1 Complete mission of an aircraft, based on Sraubinger (2000a) 
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1 Engine start-up, taxy and line-up 

2 Take-off and climb to 1500 ft 

3 Climb to cruise altitude 

4 Cruise 

5 Descent to 1500 ft 

6 Approach 

7 Overshoot, climb to 1500 ft 

8 Climb to alternate cruise altitude 

9 Alternate cruise 

10 Descent to 1500 ft 

11 Hold for 30 minutes 

12 Approach and land 

13 Taxy and shutdown 

 

 

2.2 Fuel Planning 
 

There must be enough fuel onboard to be able to perform the entire mission as described in the 

previous chapter. According to JAR-OPS 1, Subpart D, an additional amount of fuel must be 

taken onboard, denoted as contingency fuel. This is regarded as necessary, because the alter-

nate mission does not cover all possible occurrences, especially during trip-time. Therefore the 

following modes must be able to compensate: 

 

 (1) Deviations of an individual aeroplane from the expected fuel consumption data; 

 (2) Deviations from forecast meteorological conditions; 

 (3) Deviations from planned routings and/or cruising levels/altitudes 

 

The amount of the contingency fuel is regulated as follows according to Young/Fielding 
(2000): 
 

“The contingency fuel may be either 5 % of the planned trip fuel, or 3 % of the planned trip fuel 
provided that an en-route alternate aerodrome is available.” 

 

This may be insufficient for the use of HLFC devices, since a lower operational reliability than 

other aircraft systems is expected. In addition most of the conceivable failures that might cause 

impacts result in a complete loss of laminar flow for the entire remaining mission. Therefore an 

amount of about 10 % is proposed to cover HLFC system failures. (Young/Fielding, 2000)  
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Furthermore, it is sometimes necessary to provide so-called additional fuel to cover a possible 

failure of a power unit or loss of pressurization for certain aircraft or specific missions. This is 

only required if such a failure cannot be compensated by the contingency fuel as described 

above, and has to be based on the assumption that it occurs at the most critical point along the 

route. (Young/Fielding, 2000) 
 

Under certain circumstances it may be efficient for an airline to take more fuel onboard than 

required. This depends on the difference between the fuel prices of departure and destination. 

Since, for example kerosene is very expensive in South America, it is more economical to burn 

more fuel due to the additional weight of this tankered fuel. (Young, 2001a) 
 

Total fuel is the entire sum of all fuel parts described above and is therefore the amount, which 

is to be taken onboard. 

 

It may be also cited the block fuel, since this is often used in this report. It consists of the 

needed fuel for the main mission inclusive of the necessary taxies at depart and destination. 

 

 

2.3 The Atmosphere 
 

To be able to compare the different aeroplane and engine performances it was necessary to 

establish a standard for the ambient conditions in the atmosphere. Therefore, the atmospheric 

properties like temperature, density and pressure were observed for several years and at the 

end of the day it was possible to provide approximate definitions for an average day in the 

temperate latitudes of Europe and Northern America, called International Standard Atmos-

phere (ISA). This is defined as follows: 

 

The atmosphere is divided into two regions, the troposphere up to 11000 m (36089 ft) and the 

stratosphere above this height. The border between both regions is called the tropopause. 

  

The temperature at sea level, T0 equal to 15 degrees above zero (288.15 K) succumbs to a 

lapse rate, L (linear reduction in temperature with height), of 6.5 degrees per 1000 m up to the 

tropopause. In the stratosphere it is assumed that the temperature is a constant of  –56.5 °C.  

The standard sea level pressure, p0 amounts to 101325 Pa and the corresponding mass density, 

ñ0, of dry air equal to 1.225 kg/m3.  

 

Knowing these values makes it possible to perform a complete model for the whole atmos-

phere by using the Equation of State for gases, since the following constants are generally 

known: 
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   R = 3089.81 ft2/s2K   (gas constant of air) 

   ã     = 1.40     (ratio of specific heat of air) 

   

In order to identify them, the sea level values are designated with the subscript, 0. The Equa-

tion of State shows that they depend on each other: 

 

 000 ρ⋅⋅= TRp  (2.3-1) 

 

By using the same equation for an arbitrary height and dividing this by the sea level related 

term above, the constant R cancels, and the parameters appear as ratios: 

 

 
000 ρ

ρ
⋅=

T

T

p

p
 (2.3-2) 

 

Because these ratios are used quite frequently they each have a specific symbol: 

 

For the temperature: 
0T

T
=θ  (2.3-3) 

 

For the pressure:  
0p

p
=δ  (2.3-4) 

 

For the density: 
0ρ

ρ
σ =  (2.3-5) 

 

Set into equation [2.3-2], it leads to the following expression, which shows that the ratios are 

not independent: 

 

 σθδ =      or more commonly:     
θ
δ

σ =  (2.3-6) 

 

 

The temperature, T, at a certain height up to the tropopause may be obtained by the following 

equation. 

 

 LhTT −= 0  (2.3-7) 

 

In the troposphere the temperature is assumed as a constant as previously discussed. Set in the 

known values, where the lapse rate is converged to a value given in feet, because of the pres-

sure height is commonly measured in this unit, leads to: 
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Below the tropopause: hT
ft

C
2001981.0C15

°
−°=     and (2.3-8) 

 

Above the tropopause: C5,56constanttrop °−==T       (2.3-9) 

 

Using the basic equations of hydrostatics and the gas laws, the following equation to determine 

the pressure, p, at an arbitrary height in the stratosphere can be derived.  

 

 
LR

T

T
pp

1

0
0 








=  (2.3-10) 

 

Since the pressure continues to decrease whilst the temperature remains constant in the strato-

sphere a further equation for heights above 36,089.24 ft can be deduced: 

 

 









 −
−









= trop

ft24.089,361

0

Trop
0 e

RT

h
LR

T

T
pp  (2.3-11) 

 

It is convenient to express the equations above as follows as several terms are known and con-

stant: 

 

Below the tropopause: 
25588.5

K15.288
Pa101325 






=

T
p  (2.3-12) 

 

Above the tropopause: hp ⋅⋅− −

⋅⋅=
5108063.473158.1e22336.0Pa101325  (2.3-13) 

 

Note that the temperature is used in units of Kelvin in the terms above. Combining equations 

[2.3-12] and [2.3-13] with [2.3-2] yields expressions, which enable one to obtain the mass den-

sity of any height of the atmosphere. 

 

Below the tropopause: 
25588.4

3

K15.288
1,225kg/m 






=

T
ρ  (2.3-14) 

 

Above the tropopause: h⋅⋅− −

⋅⋅=
5108063.473158.13 e29707.0kg/m225,1ρ  (2.3-15) 

 

By dividing the derived equations above by the corresponding sea level values, results in the 

useful expressions of the ratios for temperature, pressure, and mass density, respectively, re-

ferred to sea level conditions. 
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The equations derived in this chapter, valid for the standard atmosphere only, enable one to 

make a table of the atmospheric properties at any altitude. These tables can be found in several 

publications however slight differences occur occasionally due to the impact of rounding er-

rors. For that reason the table used for the research this report is dealing with is attached in 

appendix G.  

 

 

2.4 Flight Level 
 

Airspace is subdivided into different flight levels for air traffic. They are denoted as FL and a 

number, which corresponds to the measured pressure height in feet divided by 100. So an aero-

plane, which is flying at a pressure height of 35000 ft, would use the FL350. In order to have 

enough space between the flight levels to intercept eventual approximations, the difference 

between two flight levels amounts to 2000 ft. (Young, 1999) 
 

The pressure height is the altitude, where the actual outer pressure, which can be measured, 

equals that of the international standard atmosphere. In reality the aeroplane can be situated at 

another height at this time, dependent on the atmospheric conditions on a specific day. For the 

reason that all aircraft are conducted by the same system there is no risk of encounters. 

 

Of course, this is insufficient for operations at lower altitudes near ground level, e.g. start and 

landing manoeuvres at an aerodrome. Therefore, the pilot is able to adjust the altimeter with 

knowledge of the outside conditions on a specific day for the area she is acting in to get the 

true height value. 

 
 

2.5 Lift and drag 
 

2.5.1 Basic information 
 

A typical pressure pattern surrounding a common airfoil experienced by fluid motion may be 

pictured as shown in figure 2.2. It can be seen clearly, that the change of flow, which has to 

take place in order to pass the shape, induces a force. The magnitude of this resultant, acting 

at the centre of pressure, is influenced by the difference of pressure between upper and lower 

surface of the wing. This increases with the chamber or the angle of attack, á up to a certain 

peak.  
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Figure 2.2 Typical pressure pattern surrounding an airfoil (Boeing, 1989) 
 
 
By replacing this resultant into its two components it bears a force perpendicular to the free 

stream velocity, called lift, L, and another one parallel to it, denoted as drag, D (See figure 

2.3). These are defined as follows: 

 

Lift: SqcL L=  (2.5-1) 

 

Drag: SqcD D=  (2.5-2) 

 

Where,   q is dynamic pressure 

    S is wing area 

    cL lift coefficient 

    cD drag coefficient 
 

 

  
Figure 2.3 Lift and drag (Boeing, 1989) 
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2.5.2 The Lift 
 

Since the lift can be replaced for most calculations through the weight of the aeroplane and 

nearly all considerations are made with respect to the lift coefficient, equation [2.5-1] may be 

written: 

 

 
Sv

L
cL 2

2
1 ρ

=  (2.5-3) 

 

by using: 2

2
1 vq ρ=  (2.5-4) 

 

Furthermore, the lift coefficient depends on the angle of attack, á. This relationship is shown in 

figure 2.4. 
 
 

  
Figure 2.4 Relationship between lift coefficient and angle of attack (Boeing, 1989) 
 
 

 

2.5.3 The Drag 
 

Also, most analysis regarding the drag is based on the corresponding coefficient. Therefore, it 

is convenient to express equation [2.5-2] as follows by using term [2.5-4] for the dynamic 

pressure again: 

 

 
Sv

D
cD

2

2

1
ρ

=  (2.5-5) 
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This coefficient is the sum of several drag proportion coefficients, as is evident from figure 2.5. 

Reducing the zero-lift drag is of special importance in current research to achieve lower fuel 

consumption.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.5 Drag breakdown, based on Scholz (1999) 
 

 

The induced drag develops due to lift and equals zero if no lift is produced. In this case the 

zero-lift drag is equivalent to the total drag and therefore independent of the lift, which is clear 

from equation [2.5-6]. It depends on the friction, the shape of the boundary layer, mutual in-

fluence to flow around adjacent components, the level of slats, flaps and rudders and 

miscellaneous drag causing impacts like, for example, the landing gears, respectively. 

 

The wave drag appears at Mach numbers greater than about 0.6. It can be considered separate 

or proportionate to the zero-lift drag and the induced drag (Scholz, 1999). Thus, by using the 

latter, the total drag coefficient may be also expressed as follows: 

 

 iDDD ccc ,0, +=  (2.5-6) 

 
 
2.5.4 The Drag Polar and L/D ratio 
 

As is explained in chapter 2.5.1, the coefficients are dependent on each other. A relationship 

exists because of the lift-dependent proportion, which is discussed in the previous chapter. This 

relation is commonly given in the form of the drag polar and provides a comprehensive state-

ment about the aerodynamic properties of an airplane. Therefore, the manufacturers keep them 

as a secret, at least for their current competitive models.  

However, it is possible to apply the following parabolic equation in order to provide a drag 

polar for low Mach numbers with sufficient accuracy: 

induced drag

interference drag

skin-friction drag pressure drag

profile drag miscellaneous drag trim drag

zero-lift drag wave drag

total drag
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 2
0, LDD ckcc +=  (2.5-7) 

 

where, 
eA

k
π

1
=  (2.5-8) 

 

where:   A is the aspect ratio 

    e is the Oswald efficiency factor 

    e = 0.85 for most airplanes in cruise performance (Scholz, 1999) 
 

The factor k can vary away from the statement above in order to achieve matching results to 

from flight test data calculated values, as will be shown later in this report. Using equations 

[2.5-7] and [2.5-8] a drag polar may be depicted as follows: 
 

 

 
Figure 2.6 The drag polar (Boeing, 1989) 
 
 
In addition, figure 2.6 shows how the most efficient operational state of an airfoil can be de-

termined. It is the maximum of the ratio of lift, L, and drag, D, so the point at the curvature 

with the most lift for the smallest drag. This ratio is called L over D and is denoted as E. It is 

derived by dividing equation [2.5-3] by equation [2.5-5], which results in the following term, 

since q and S cancel: 

 

 
D

L

c

c
E

D

L ==  (2.5-9) 
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For Mach numbers at which the accelerated air flowing around an airfoil reaches sonic velo-

city, which leads to a shock wave, equation [2.5-7] is not sufficient anymore. In this case this 

equation is extended by a further term as follows. The included exponent y is greater than 2 or 

may be raised in order to achieve closer approximation. Values of 3 or 4 are generally applied. 

 

 y
LLDD ckckcc 2

2
10, ++=  (2.5-10) 

 

The influence on drag due to the Mach number may be sketched as shown in figure 2.7 for a 

given lift coefficient. It can be seen that the drag coefficient suddenly rises at a certain speed, 

which is called the critical Mach number. This is the lowest remote velocity at which a local 

Mach number of unity is attained and hence a shock wave is produced on any part of an airfoil.  
 

 

 
Figure 2.7 Influence of Mach number on drag (Boeing, 1989) 
 

 

This correlation leads to several drag polars for higher Mach numbers, as is shown in figure 

2.8. The additional drag is the so-called wave drag and will be taken into account in this report 

through a change of factor k and the choice of a higher exponent applied on equation [2.5-10], 

since the actual critical Mach number was unknown. 
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Figure 2.8 Drag polars for several Mach numbers (Boeing, 1989) 
 
 

 

2.6 General Cruise Calculations 
 

 

2.6.1 Level Flight 
 

The major Forces acting on an airplane are lift, L, weight, W, thrust, T, and drag, D. Figure 

2.6.1 depicts a simplified example of how these forces interact. In order to simplify the cruise 

calculations, an airplane is frequently considered to perform a straight unaccelerated flight. In 

this state the lift is equal to the weight, and the thrust is equal to the drag.  
 
 

  
Figure 2.9 General forces acting on an aircraft (Boeing, 1989) 
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Because engine data is mostly given as thrust over delta, the equations [2.5-1] and [2.5.2] will 

appear in a modified form in succeeding chapters. This may be derived as follows: 

 

by using Mav =  (2.6-1) 
 

and TRa γ=  (2.6-2) 

 

By dividing the latter through the sea level related equation and resolving this for a it leads to: 

 

 θ0
0

0 a
T

T
aa ==  (2.6-3) 

 

Since the true airspeed in equation [2.5-4] appears squared, the root for the temperature ratio 

cancel and by writing the density as follows, the pressure ratio, ä, may be introduced: 
 

 σρ
ρ
ρ

ρρ 0
0

0 ==  (2.6-4) 

 

 

 

  
Figure 2.10 Speed schedule for minimum drag (Boeing, 1989) 
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By using the relationship between the atmospheric ratios è and ó can be replaced by ä (See 

equation [2.3-6]). If this is placed on the left side, it results for a steady level flight in: 

 

 
δ

ρ
δ

W
SCMa

L
L == 22

002

1
 (2.6-5) 

 

 
δ

ρ
δ

T
SCMa

D
D == 22

002

1
 (2.6-6) 

 

By plotting both terms as functions for several heights into one diagram, both the appropriate 

speed for minimum drag and the availability of thrust for a specific performance can be deter-

mined. (See figure 2.10) 

 

 

2.6.2 The Fuel Consumption 
 

Another current information is the fuel flow, Q. It is dependent on the net thrust per engine, 

altitude and Mach number and an expression for burned fuel per unit time per engine.  

 

 
dt

dm
Q F−=  (2.6-7) 

 

Usually, it is given in terms of corrected fuel flow, Qcorr, which is generalized by dividing by the 

total pressure ratio and root of the total temperature ratio. These are defined as follows: 

 

Total temperature ratio: ( )2

0

2.01 M
T

TT
T ⋅+== θθ  (2.6-8) 

 

Total pressure ratio: ( ) 5.32

0

2.01 M
p

pT
T ⋅+== δδ  (2.6-9) 

 

Therefore, 
( ) TT

42corr
2.01

Q

θδθδ

Q

M
Q =

⋅+
=  (2.6-10) 

 

This is only valid for a complete generalization, where differences between various engines are 

not considered. To take into account the engines particularities, another factor, called ë, may 

be introduced, which is unity in theoretical mathematical analysis and is a function of total 

temperature ratio. Therefore it can be combined with this as follows: 

 

 x
TT θθλ =  (2.6-11) 
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The exponential value of x can rise up to 0.67, which depends on the specific engine. In the 

provided software it amounts to 0.6363, which was given by Boeing in the PEM. (Boeing) 
 

The calculations concerning the long-haul aircraft are based on the mathematical analysis, since 

no engine data was available. Therefore x is equal to 0.5 in this case. For reasons of to-

roughness, equation [2.6-10] may be written in its modified form: 

 

 
( ) x

TT
5.32corr

2.01

Q

θδδθ

Q

M
Q

xx
=

⋅+
=

+
 (2.6-12) 

 

A further statement about the necessary fuel is the Specific Fuel Consumption (SFC). It deve-

lops by dividing the total fuel flow, and thus the sum for all engines by the instantaneous pro-

vided thrust. Therefore, it is the burned fuel per unit time per unit thrust. The lower its value 

the more efficient the power plant of an airplane. It is given the symbol c and for approximate 

calculations it is assumed to be constant. 

 

 
T

Q
c total=  (2.6-13) 

 

 
 

2.6.3 Range cruise calculations 
 

In order to obtain the distance in still air, which is possible to fly per unit burned fuel; their 

ratio may be contemplated. It is given the symbol ra and called Specific Air Range (SAR): 

 

 
F

a dm

dx
r −=  (2.6-14) 

 

By relating the numerator, as well as the denominator to a certain change of time the equation 

appears as an expression, where the terms can be replaced by already known ones, which are 

True Air Speed (TAS), v and total fuel flow, Qtotal: 

 

 
total/

/

Q

v

dtdm

dtdx
r

F
a =

−
=  (2.6-15) 
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Since ra is now known, equation [2.6-15] can be resolved for dx. The actual flown range, R, 

answers from its integral, as is shown below. For the analysis of this report the change of the 

aircraft gross weight is the same as the mass of burned fuel, and so the subscript, F, can be neg-

lected from now on: 

 

 ∫∫∫ −=−== dm
Q

v
dmrdxR a

total

 (2.6-16) 

 

As fuel flow is usually unknown in first design stages it is convenient to replace it with the term 

[2.6-13]. Furthermore, the unaccelerated level flight, which is considered here, offers the pos-

sibility to write drag, D, for thrust, T. In addition, the weight equals the produced lift, whereby 

their ratio is unity and this can be multiplied without changing the result. Hereby, the weight 

may be written as the product of mass and acceleration: 

 

 mg
L

D
ccTQ ==total  (2.6-17) 

 

The drag and the lift can be replaced by their corresponding coefficients, which is clear from 

equation [2.5-9]. Therefore the integral finally appears as follows: 

 

 ∫−=
m

dm

cgc

cv
R

D

L  (2.6-18) 

 

In order to solve this integral, some parameters have to be considered as being constant. Since 

the actual SFC shuttles at about an average value, it can be fixed for estimations with sufficient 

accuracy. For the remaining variables there are three different ways to combine them, as they 

are dependent on each other, as well as on the operational altitude: 
 

1. Flight at constant altitude and constant lift coefficient 

2. Flight at constant airspeed and constant lift coefficient 

3. Flight at constant airspeed and constant altitude 

 (Young, 1999) 
 

By using the second all parameters of the first fraction are constant, which results in the fol-

lowing expression, generally known as the Breguet Range Equation.  
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The application of Breguet leads to the greatest possible range. However, since the weight 

drops due to fuel being burned, this succumbs to the condition that a slight rise of altitude has 

to be allowed to keep the lift coefficient constant. It is apparent from equation [2.5-3] that for 

this reason the density has to drop as well, which decreases with an increase of height accor-

ding to the ISA.  

 

This is, of course, not practical for classified air traffic. However, to be able to use this poten-

tial of increased efficiency, the pilot will usually request for a change of the FL during the 

cruise. If this is released he will perform a so-called Step Climb. (Young, 1999) 
 

 

2.6.4 Time Cruise Calculations 
 

For specific flight missions, it may be more efficient to obtain the conditions, which allow an 

airplane to stay airborne as long as possible per unit of burned fuel. In performing a hold, due 

to not receiving the landing permission, the pilot will, for instance, turn into this mode. Other 

examples are flight missions, which are conducted by the necessity to observe a certain area, 

e.g. for rescue reasons or the exploration of weather phenomenon. 

 

The derivation of an expression to calculate the time is only slightly different to that for the 

range. Equation [2.6-7], resolved for the time difference, already supplies the basis for the ne-

cessary integral. The fuel flow is replaced as shown in [2.6-17] and drag and lift should be sub-

stituted by their coefficients: 
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This expression, in which the SFC is assumed to be constant again, shows, that an airplane 

achieves its maximum airborne endurance, while it is flying at maximum L/D, and at a speed, 

which is bearing the smallest possible drag. 

 

The integral is solvable by making the same three assumptions for the variables as in the pre-

vious chapter. For a constant lift coefficient, this leads to the time equation according to 

Breguet: 
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2.6.5 Integrated Range and Integrated Time 
 

As discussed in the previous chapters, the Equations of Breguet give approximate results, since 

some generalizations have to be made and certain conditions have to be complied with. To 

achieve a more correct answer, the change of altitude and the assumption, that the SFC would 

be constant, cannot be accepted. 

Therefore, another alternative will be introduced here, which is the method of Integrated 

Range and Integrated Time. On this occasion, the Mach number and the operational altitude 

are stated for a certain time interval. As a steady level flight is performed, the thrust has to 

equal to the drag, which can be obtained from the drag polar by assuming an instantaneous 

weight and calculating the according lift coefficient. Besides the drag polar, data about the 

corrected fuel flow has to be available for this method, to be able to obtain the total fuel flow. 

Now the SAR for any weight within the given limits can be computed and plotted using equa-

tion [2.6-15] as is shown in figure 2.11. 

 

 
totalQ

v
ra =  

 

 

 

   
Figure 2.11 Specific Air Range (Straubinger, 2000a) 
 

 

In order to determine the distance, which can be flown by an aircraft with a certain amount of 

fuel W1–W2, the weight must be subdivided into according intervals and their average SAR, 

denoted as SAR , has to be calculated. The product of this, and the weight interval W1–W2 

gives the answer, whereby it is apparent from figure 2.10 that this result depends on the mo-

mentary gross weight. The summation, or rather the integration of all distances leads to the 

integrated Range. (See figure 2.12) It is evident that the smaller the chosen intervals, the pre-

ciser the ends result. 
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Figure 2.12 Integrated Range (Straubinger, 2000a) 
 

 

By diving the distances through the according TAS, the time needed to fly is obtained, since 

the following kinematical equation is valid. Their integration results in the Integrated Time. 
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t =  (2.6-22) 

 

In practice this method is generally applied the other way around. This means that usually the 

manufacturer supplies data of integrated range and integrated time, determined during flights. 

This data shall enable the costumer to carry out fuel checking. For the reason that the results 

can be quickly determined, it is very useful for in-flight planning. 
 

 

 

2.7  Climb and Descent 
 

For climb and descent performance the statements in chapter 2.6 are not valid anymore. In 

order to derive equations for this, it is necessary to examine the acting forces on an aircraft 

again.  
 
 

  
Figure 2.13 Forces acting on an aircraft performing a climb (Boeing, 1989) 
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It is apparent from figure 2.13, that the thrust is not equal to the drag anymore. It was in-

creased to enable the airplane to gain height. In addition the weight and the lift no longer act in 

one line. The flight path of the airplane will have a certain angle now relative to the horizontal. 

This is called the climb angle, ã, which is used to work out equations for the equilibrium of the 

acting forces: 

 

parallel to the flight path: Ix FWDTF −−−==∑ γsin0  (2.7-1) 

 

normal to the flight path: ∑ −== γcos0 WLFy  (2.7-2) 

 

 

Besides the known elements in equation [2.7-1], an additional force, FI, can be found, which 

describes the inertia of the aircraft mass against its acceleration. It is convenient to express this 

in another form: 

 

 
dt

dv

g

W
amFI ==  (2.7-3) 

 

Furthermore, it may be stated here, that the climb angle of aircraft considered in this report is 

generally small (i.e. less than 15°), therefore the small angle assumptions can be used, which 

state: (Young, 1999) 
 

 γγγ tansin ≈≈  (2.7-4) 

 

and: 1cos ≈γ  (2.7-5) 

 

Usually, a further angle exists between the line of thrust and flight path, which is so small and 

insignificant, that the decision was made to neglect it. 

 

 

2.7.1 Climb angle and Rate of Climb (ROC) 
 

The climb angle, ã, is defined and discussed in the previous chapter. This statement has to be 

considered as it does not allow for the effect of wind. Since moving air around a flying airplane 

influences its velocity relative to ground, both head- and tailwind would falsify the results. 

Therefore, ã is frequently designated as the still air climb angle in several publications. Gene-

rally, the climb angle is used to obtain the gain in height over a flown distance, given in terms 

of its tangent and denoted as climb gradient. By resolving term [2.7-1] for sinã it may be ex-

pressed: 
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=γ  (2.7-6) 

 

The mathematical trick applied to the last term in the equation above offers the possibility to 

introduce the vertical airspeed component, since: 

 

 γsinv v
dt

dh
v ==  (2.7-7) 

 

Hence, by substituting this in equation [2.7-6]: 

 

 γγ sinsin
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−
=  (2.7-8) 

 

Herein, a dimensionless factor appears, which is generally known as the acceleration factor. 

This will be described in detail in the next chapter: 
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Some further simplifications may be made by applying the small angle assumption to attribute 

the equation to terms, generally known at this stage: 

 

 WLW ≈=γcos  
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Resolving equation [2.7-8] for sinã, and using the other assumption for small angles results in 

an expression for the climb gradient. This is usually given in percentage form and is one of the 

take-off requirements, which an airplane has to meet in order to get obstacle clearance. 
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For en-route performance, the derivation and use is rather in terms of the Rate of Climb 

(ROC). The ROC equals the vertical speed component, which is given by equation [2.7-7], and 

can be determined as follows, since sinã is now known: 
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2.7.2 The acceleration factor 
 

The previously cited acceleration factor may be specified more accurately now. It is dependent 

on the Mach number and also whether or not the climb is performed below or above the tro-

popause. Besides this, its amount is highly influenced by the climb speed condition. 

 

For constant TAS, it is apparent from equation [2.7-9] that the factor becomes zero, since the 

speed does not vary with a change in height. This leads to the following expressions valid for a 

steady unaccelerated climb only: 
 

climb gradient: 
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rate of climb: 
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In order to consider the acceleration factor affected by velocities, which are constant in relation 

to other conditions, it may be stated as follows (Boeing, 1989): 
 

 Ø
M

f acc 2

4.1 2

=  (2.7-14) 

 

Herein, Ø is defined for the different remaining climb speed conditions as follows (Boeing, 
1989): 
 

constant Mach number: 
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constant EAS: 
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with: 
( )
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⋅=  (2.7-18) 

 

The temperature ratio offers the opportunity to take non-standard day conditions into account. 

It is unity for states according to ISA. Since it contains the temperature lapse rate, which is 

described in chapter 2.3, the factor LR becomes zero above the tropopause and amounts to 

0.190263 for feet related statements at and below it. 

 

 

2.7.3 Climb schedule 
 

In order to reach the required cruise altitude as soon as possible, climbing close to best ROC 

speed is attempted. This is partially the case at constant CAS below the tropopause and con-

stant Mach number above it, as is shown in figure 2.14. (Boeing, 1989) 
 

 

  
Figure 2.14 Best ROC speed compared to constant EAS and Mach number (Boeing, 1989) 
 

 

Therefore, so-called climb schedules are established, which generally consist of three numbers. 

The first one is the CAS, which should be flown up to 10000 ft, where a change to CAS is 

proposed equal to the second number until the Mach number is reached, which is given as the 

third value. This is to hold up to the cruise altitude. A typical example could be the climb 

schedule 250/300/0.8 and appears as shown in figure 2.15. (Young, 1999) 
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Figure 2.15 Typical climb schedule (Boeing, 1989) 
 
 
 

2.7.4 Time to Climb 
 

Equation [2.7-7] supplies the basis for the following integral, since, besides the time, it includes 

the ROC and the change in height. 

 

 ∫ ∫== dh
v

dtt
v

1
 (2.7-18) 

 

Even if a quasi-steady state is assumed, where TAS is constant and the acceleration factor is 

neglected, its solution contains some difficulties because of the interdependency of the remai-

ning variables. This becomes clearer through examining the rate of climb again: 

 

 v
W

DT
vROC v

−
==   

 

The weight drops due to fuel which is burned, and whose amount is dependent on the fuel 

flow, Q. However, this is equal to the product of SFC and thrust, T. By assuming an ideal jet, 

SFC is admittedly constant, but still the thrust will decrease with the drop in air density and 

will vary with changes in throttle settings.  

 

In addition, it is clear from equation [2.5-2] that the drag is also dependent on the weight and 

the air density and thus the instantaneous operational altitude. 
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To solve the integral it is therefore necessary to divide the considered climb into vertical inter-

vals. It is recommended to choose a smaller increase at higher altitudes, as ROC is a negative 

acceleration, which in turn means that the time needed to gain in height increases with altitude. 

The assumption that the ROC changes linearly with height inside of each step is a sufficiently 

accurate approximation. (See figures 2.15 and 2.16) 
 
 

  
Figure 2.16 Rate of climb (Straubinger, 2000a) 
 
 
By determining the slope and using the form y = mx + b for ROC a function is obtained, which 

is easier to handle in the integral: 

 

The slope is defined as: 
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Applied on ROC: iviv vhhmv ,)( +−=  (2.7-20) 
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Since the weight, and thus ROC, at the end of each climb step are unknown, the calculation 

has to be based on further estimates. Several methods exist and the one used in this work may 

be described in detail as follows. A simple scheme is given in figure 2.17. 
 
 

Weight 1 ROC 1 Fuel Flow 1 est. Time est. Weight

average ROC avg. Fuel Flow Time Weight 2

ROC 2 Fuel Flow 2

Figure 2.17 Simple scheme for a weight determination method 
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Considering an interval limited by the heights 1 and 2, the start weight and altitude h1 are used 

to determine ROC and the fuel flow. Using these, first estimate for the time, and hence for the 

weight is made. Subsequently, the latter is applied on altitude h2 for determination of a second 

ROC as well as a second fuel flow. Afterwards, both are used to calculate an average value in 

each case, which gives results for time and fuel required to climb from an altitude h1 to an alti-

tude h2. Hence, the weight at the end of this climb step may be obtained, which is equivalent to 

the start weight of the next one. After determining the times for all increments, their total sum 

represents the final result for the time needed to climb from sea level up to cruise altitude. 

 

 

2.7.5 Descent Calculations 
 

The descent is calculated in the same manner as the climb. The only difference is that the climb 

angle ã is negative. By taking this into account, the expression developed for the climb gradi-

ent and ROC are valid again, whereas the vertical component of speed is now called Rate of 

Descent (ROD). This is by definition positive when the ratio of change in height to change in 

time is negative; therefore, equation [2.7-11] may be rewritten by considering the sign conven-

tion (Young, 1999): 
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2.7.6 Glide angle 
 

The simultaneous failure of all engines on a transport jet is a rare occurrence. Nevertheless, 

such an aircraft performing a descent can reach states similar to a glide, since the idle thrust 

used for this is sometimes even less than zero, which means that additional drag is produced. 

For efficiency and eventual emergency reasons it may be desired to cover the greatest possible 

distance in descent performance, which is obviously achieved at the lowest glide angle. 

 

If an approximation of steady descent, which requires a constant TAS during a change of 

height, is assumed and the thrust considered to be zero, the following correlation for small 

angles can be found by using equations [2.7-4] and [2.5-9]: 
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This means that flying at maximum L/D for the unpowered flight leads to a minimum glide ang-

le. It is of interest that this statement is apparently not influenced by the weight. In the interest 

of thoroughness it may be cited, that for unpowered flight the term Rate of Sink (ROS) is pre-

ferred to rate of descent. 

 

Since the idle thrust is small the minimum glide angle at a given altitude is indeed approxi-

mately the same for all weights, as is clear from figure 2.18. However, it is shown that speed 

and ROC necessary to maintain the lowest angle increase with the aircraft mass. 
 
 

  
Figure 2.18 Minimum glide angle consideration (Boeing, 1989) 
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3 Hybrid Laminar Flow Control (HLFC) 
 

 

Hybrid Laminar Flow Control (HLFC) is an active drag-reducing device. This means it must be 

provided energy and the pilot is able to turn it on or off in making a decision on whether it 

would work or not on a specific occasion.  

 

This is unlike a passive device, which operates through its shape. Examples for this could be 

either the sharkskin or the use of a Krueger flap as an insect shield. A third type exists, called 

reactive, which steps into the process rather haphazardly due to the existence of certain occur-

rences. This is, for instance, the set-up of a feather fan at the trailing edge of an eagle’s wing in 

performing a flight at low speeds.  
 

HLFC is a combination of both, Natural Laminar Flow (NLF) and Laminar Flow Control 

(LFC), which do not relaminarize a turbulent flow state. The latter defines as follows  
 
LFC is an active boundary-layer flow control (usually suction) technique employed to maintain 
the laminar state chord Reynolds numbers beyond that which is normally characterized as being 
transitional or turbulent in the absence of control. 

 (Joslin, 1998) 
 

If the airfoil is given a special shape, which favours the occurrence of a laminar boundary layer 

due to an appropriate pressure distribution, this is called NLF. Since the laminar boundary 

layer is disturbed here by cross-flow vortices, as the flow over a swept wing is three-

dimensional, a single application of NLF is not meaningful. This is unlike the use of a LFC sy-

stem, however, the combination of both to HLFC unifies all available advantages (See figure 

3.1). (Joslin, 1998), (DLR, 2001a) 
 
 

  
Figure 3.1 Comparison of laminar flow techniques (Joslin, 1998) 
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3.1 Structure and Function of HLFC 
 
The delay of transition is achieved by the application of boundary layer suction over the first 

10 - 20% of chord, which depends on the location of the front spare. (See figure 3.2). For this 

reason, the surface of the corresponding area is perforated. Because of an estimated size of 

about 0.05 mm and a spacing between them of about 0.025 mm, millions to billions holes will 

be required for an entire application to an airplane, which obviously is going to be a significant 

manufacturing task. Special techniques like laser or electron-beam drilling are used to achieve 

this. (Young/Fielding, 2001), (Joslin 1998) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      
 
Figure 3.2 Location of HLFC applied on a wing   (Joslin, 1998) 
 

 

A study made by Boeing concluded that an application of HLFC systems to a fuselage is not 

recommendable (Joslin, 1998). However, such a system is useful for the wings, the empennage 

and the nacelles, respectively. Correctly profiled bodies could achieve a laminar flow extend 

back to 50% chord (Young/Fielding, 2000). Due to the drag reducing function it offers the 

possibility of saving a considerable amount of fuel. 
 

On the other hand the application during the flight mission is limited to the end term of climb, 

the cruise and the beginning of descent. Reasons for this will be discussed in the next chapter. 

As is apparent from figure 3.1, the system will cause an increase in OEW and furthermore ef-

fect a higher SFC, since some power is needed to use the suction pumps. For this reason stu-

dies are required to explore the efficiency, dependent on the factors above. It is evident that the 

benefits of using a HLFC system are increasing with the cruise time and therefore the range of 

an airplane.  

 
 

3.2 Reasons for HLFC system failures 
 
It cannot be assumed that HLFC provides the same reliability as other conventional aircraft 

systems. A number of possible failure causing impacts have been indicated and are shown in 

table 3.1. 
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While it is expected that the mechanical system failure rates will be comparable with other air-

craft systems, the environmental “failure modes” will have a greater impact than usual. This is 

the due to the sensibility of the perforated surface, which is necessary for a HLFC system. A 

dent due to hailstone or bird impact could cause transition and result in a turbulent wedge aft 

of this impact site. It will be a design task to develop an appropriate structure to reduce the 

probability of these failures to an acceptably low level. (Young/Fielding, 2001) 
 

A further possible failure is the holes being blocked by dust, insects and ice. As the likelihood 

of encountering insects decreases with higher altitudes it is proposed to limit the application of 

HLFC systems to the end term of climb, the cruise and the initial descent, whereat the density 

of dust is also lower. Furthermore the frequency of rain at these heights is not that great and 

can be largely discounted. (Young/Fielding, 2001) 
 

In performing a climb at lower altitudes, conventional solutions like the Krueger flap or the use 

of anti-icing systems, based on glycol or hot air, to clean the holes, would be a sufficient pro-

tection. Potential difficulties in dust storms or after volcanic eruptions could be solved by inac-

tivation or flow reversion in these situations. (Young/Fielding, 2001) 
 

 

Table 3.1 Events which impact fuel usage on HLFC aircraft, based on Young/Fielding (2000) 
Description Mission Phase Consequence Mitigation Factors 

System failure - Take off 

- Climb 

- Cruise 

- Initial descent 

Partial or complete loss 

for the remainder of the 

mission 

- System design 

- Maintenance 

- System reliability 

- Design issue 

Damage to laminar 

flow surface (e.g. 

hail impact; birds) 

- Take off 

- Climb 

- Cruise 

- Initial descent 

Partial or complete loss 

for the remainder of the 

mission 

- Route planning 

- Pilot avoidance 

- Surface design 

- Weather 

- Design issue 

Insect contamina-

tion 

- Take off 

- Initial climb 

 

Partial or complete loss 

for the remainder of the 

mission 

Cleaning by: 

- On-board system 

- Rain/Ice 

- Weather 

- Season 

- Location 

- Design issue 

Airborne particles - Take off 

- Climb 

- Cruise 

- Initial descent 

Partial or complete loss 

for the remainder of the 

mission 

Cleaning by: 

- On-board system 

- Rain/Ice 

- Volcanic 

- Weather 

- Operational issue 

Ice, rain and snow - Top of climb 

- Cruise 

- Initial descent 

Complete loss of laminar 

flow for finite time 

- Route planning 

- Pilot avoidance 

- Weather 

- Operational issue 

Ice crystals - End of climb 

- Cruise 

- Initial descent 

 Partial or complete loss 

of laminar flow for finite 

time 

- Pilot avoidance - Weather 

- Season 
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Finally, the problem of encountering cirrus clouds remains during the cruise performance. The 

ice crystals in clouds between 25000 ft and 40000 ft are big enough to cause transition. This 

poses a unique problem for HLFC aircraft, as they are not an issue for current turbulent de-

signs. 

 

This topic is further explored by a study made by Younga and Fieldingb. Using data of Boeing 

about the distribution of cloud occurrence this resulted in an average cloud encounter of about 

25% during long-range flights. Considering this in the fuel planning, still a block fuel saving of 

more than 8% could be estimated. (Young/Fielding, 2001) 
 

 

3.3 HLFC research undertaken 
 
Since 1941 laminar flow control is a topic of aerodynamic research on airplanes (See fi-

gure 3.3). Over the years several attempts bore expanded improvements, however, the high 

costs of such experiments handicapped the efforts quite often. Additionally, the shape and the 

engines were not yet optimized at this stage, wherefore research concerning these areas was 

more profitable.  

 

Since 1970, the laminar flow control research has flourished suddenly due to the shortage of 

kerosene, which went along with the oil crises. The rising fuel prices forced the manufacturers 

to develop more efficient models. A result of this time was NLF, which is achieved by a special 

shape of the airfoil that favours laminar flow. The application of LFC was still too risky, since 

its application was expensive and nobody could predict the actual advantages. 
 
 

  
Figure 3.3 Overview of laminar flow control projects (Joslin, 1998) 
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Nowadays, the hard competition between the airlines requires optimized aerodynamic charac-

teristics. Therefore, and for the reason that NLF succumbs some practical problems, applying it 

on swept wings, the combination of both, NLF and LFC, the so-called HLFC is considered to 

be the most compromising solution. In order to keep the market position the manufacturers are 

under pressure again to put this into practice. 
 
Fortunately, the situation has changed meanwhile. Wind tunnels and computer models are 

available now. These reduce the costs, and thus the risks, of such research, which made im-

mense progress in the last few years.  

 

Only a few milestones shall be cited here. Boeing installed a HLFC suction panel on the wing 

of its 757 versions. This yielded first practically obtained information for aircraft of this size. A 

partial laminar flow extension up to 65% (Joslin, 1998) of chord could be measured (See fi-

gure 3.4). This data provided the basis for the studies of Young and Fielding, and thus, also for 

the studies this report is dealing with. 

 

Also, Airbus carried out important projects. A HLFC nacelle test article has flown on an Air-

bus A300/B2. It could be investigated that here the laminar flow extent is independent of alti-

tude with suction. In 1993, a vertical fin model of an Airbus A320 was examined in the wind 

tunnel with great success. A laminar flow extent back to about 40% could be achieved by per-

foration of 20% chord, despite of a swept angle of 35%. Since 1997 this is applied in opera-

tional tests. (Joslin, 1998) 
 

 

  
Figure 3.4 Laminar flow extend obtained on Boeing 757 HLFC flight test (Joslin, 1998) 
 (Original from Maddalon 1990, 1991; Collier 1993) 
 
 
Nowadays, new developed techniques enable the manufactures to put HLFC systems into 

practice, even on the gigantic surfaces of aircraft. In summary, it can be expected that HLFC 

systems will be encountered on the aircraft in the next future. 
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3.4 Other Drag Reducing Devices 
 

HLFC is not the only attempt undertaken in order to reduce the drag of an aircraft. Other re-

search is being carried out as new knowledge from the bionic science and advanced techniques 

concerning the properties of materials are available which are practically not yet used. 

 

One example is the so-called sharkskin layer. The German zoologist Reif discovered that the 

skin of fast swimming sharks has a certain structure, containing microscopic small grooves 

along the direction of flow (See figure 3.5). The exploration of an enlarged model came to a 

significant drag reduction of about 10%. The grooves prevent the formation of normally de-

veloping cross flows, which have an impairing, and thus a braking impact. An Airbus A340, 

equipped with a layer of the same structure as a shark, had a lower skin-friction drag of about 

8% during flight tests. This means that on long range missions 2.4 tons kerosene could be 

saved, which is equivalent to about 3% fuel. (Bechert, 2001) 
 

For engineering reasons, application is limited to about 75% of the aircraft surface. The first 

aircraft, which is already using this technique, is equipped with a lamination of 30% and burns 

demonstrably 1% less kerosene. Applying an optimal lamination, the aircraft could take on-

board 15 passengers more on account of the resulting fuel saving. (G-O, 2001) 
 
 

 

 

 
Figure 3.5 Enlarged model of the sharkskin (Bechert, 2001) 
 
 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 a Lecturer at the Department of Mechanical and Aeronautical engineering, University of Limerick, Ireland 
 b College of Aeronautics, Cranfield University, Cranfield, Bedfordshire MK43OAL, UK 
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Another example of bionic science, based on the observation of flying birds, is the cognition 

that most of the birds soaring over land show characteristically slotted wing-tips shown in fi-

gure 3.6.  

 

Due to the difference of pressure between upper and lower wing surface, trailing vortices oc-

cur at the wing tips, which leads to a significant drag, the so-called induced drag. By spreading 

their feathers at this place the bird achieves an apportionment in several smaller vortices with 

much less kinetic energy, and the induced drag is considerably reduced. This resulted in the 

Multi-Winglet idea. (TU - Berlin, 2001) 
 
   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 3.6 Slotted wing tips of a bird  (TU - Berlin, 2001) 
 

 

Since this model contains some problems concerning its structural integrity, it was further ex-

panded. By exploring and understanding the principles of this effect, the Multi-Wing-Loop has 

been developed which is very likely to be applied on future aircraft models (See figure 3.7). 

(TU - Berlin, 2001) 
 
 

   
Figure 3.7 Multi-Wing-Loop  (TU - Berlin, 2001) 
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A further concept is the adaptive wing, which could revolutionize the aircraft construction, as 

it offers the possibility of designing an aircraft for several flight configurations. Like its name 

reveals, this wing is able to adapt its shape to a certain flight performance. Two different ways 

are considered to put this into practice; pneumatic muscles responding on their inner pressure 

or metallic muscles, made of so-called memory wires, responding on temperature. A model of 

the latter can be seen in figure 3.8. (TU - Berlin, 1999) 
 

  
Figure 3.8 Model of an adaptive wing based on memory wires  (TU - Berlin, 1999) 
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4 Performance Calculation Software 
 

The provided program was developed by Young. It is part of a research project in cooperation 

with the Cranfield University, Cranfield, UK. 

 

This software has been developed to enable the calculation of the fuel consumption for a ge-

neric twin-engine aircraft and to explore the influence of using a HLFC system. It is based on a 

flight test data set for a typical airplane of medium-range class, which was provided by Boeing 

in the PEM. 

 

 

4.1 Structure of Young’s Program 
 

The program consists of a Lotus 1-2-3 file, which includes 10 pages with various functions, as 

is shown in table 4.1. 

 

Sheet A is the master sheet. It controls the calculations and nearly all-necessary variable pa-

rameters can be keyed in here. Furthermore it contains 4 buttons, which are connected to seve-

ral macros. These conduct different calculations by keeping certain parameters constant while 

allowing others to change. This is achieved by several backsolve functions, whose working 

method will be explained in chapter 4.2.3. In addition, it supplies all computed results and pro-

vides the integrated range and the integrated time for any single part of the flight mission. 

 

In the spreadsheets B to C, the essential calculation tables for cruise, climb and descent in each 

case of the main and alternate mission can be found. Spreadsheet D is used to work out the 

hold.  

 

Since the program is based on data obtained from in-flight tests, the file contains several tables 

containing these. The data was provided in the Performance Engineers Manual (PEM) for a 

generic twin-engine jet transport aircraft of short range class and was transferred into the 

spreadsheets E to H. Table 4.1 shows, which data the particular pages contain. 

 

The International Standard Atmosphere is given in spreadsheet I in the form of a tabulator, 

which includes the values of the major atmospheric properties such as pressure, temperature 

and density in several units and their ratios with regards to sea level conditions. 

 
While the main answers are displayed on page A, the results of several runs are tabulated for 

later analysis on page J called Output. Here one can find, the input values as well as the results 

of the calculated burned fuel for any part of the mission, their sum to trip, block and total fuel, 

and the trip time. 
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Table 4.1 The contents of the particular pages  
Spreadsheet Contents 

A Master spreadsheet including input and output information 
B Table A: - cruise range calculation for mission 

Table B: - cruise range calculation for alternate 
C Table A: - climb analysis for mission cruise 

Table B: - climb analysis for mission alternative 
Table C: - descent analysis for mission cruise 
Table D: - descent analysis for mission alternative 

D Table A: - hold fuel calculation 
E High speed drag polar for Boeing 7G7/DL-5191 
F Tables A - L: - corrected fuel flow data from sea level up to      

    42000 ft 
G Table A: - maximum climb thrust data 

Table B: - minimum idle in-flight thrust data 
Table C: - minimum idle fuel flow data 

H Table A: - brake release to 1500 ft (several data) 
Table B: - data for recommended holding speed at 1500 ft  

I International Standard Atmosphere tables 
J (Output) Output summary of results 

 
 

 

4.2 Function of Young’s Program 
 

This chapter will explain how the program has to be used and will show what happens after 

one runs a macro by hitting one of the buttons. First of all, the input parameters have to be 

defined. This can be done in the control box in spreadsheet A for the general information. (See 

figure 4.1) 
  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4.1 The control and input box 
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It is to remark that the climb schedule here is for information only. An actual change is to be 

done in the climb and descent calculation tables of spreadsheet C. In the same manner the 

cruise height is to be handled, which can be modified in the cruise calculation tables whereby 

one must pay attention to the fact, that the end height of climb, as well as the start height of 

descent accord to the corresponding schedules. 

 

In order to study an installed HLFC system another input box exists. Here the advantageous 

and adverse influences of such a system can be keyed in. The subdivision into sectors offers the 

possibility either to limit the use of the system, or to simulate a system failure for parts of the 

cruise. (See figure 4.2) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 4.2 Input Box for HLFC data 
 

 

In the following chapters the function of several calculation tables and the buttons connected 

to macros will be described. 
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4.2.1 The Cruise Calculation Table 
 

In table A in spreadsheet B the necessary calculations concerning the cruise are carried out. 

The main input values are taken from spreadsheet A, called master sheet from hereon. These 

are the weights at TOC and TOD, as well as the already flown distance till TOC and the neces-

sary time for this. Some other inputs can be made inside the chart at violet shaded cells, which 

are explained at appropriate places. 

 

First of all, the difference between start and end weight is determined and divided into 20 num-

bered steps. This, and the following input columns offer the opportunity to allow changes du-

ring the cruise for altitude, velocity and atmospheric conditions. Note that these changes are 

instantaneous considered, which leads to approximations. 

 

Depending on the altitude, the ratios for temperature and pressure, as well as speed of sound 

are taken from the ISA table in spreadsheet I. After determining W/ä, the lift coefficient is cal-

culated by taking the wing area, S, out of the input box in the master sheet and using the sea 

level density and speed of sound from spreadsheet I: 
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For this value of cL, a lower and upper limit with only two significant numbers around the ac-

tual result is determined to be able to look up a value for cD, in each case from the drag polar 

table in spreadsheet E. The real cD,Base  is subsequently obtained by interpolation: 
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In this place, cD,Base  can be modified through the HLFC reduction factor, which takes into ac-

count the influence of a virtually installed HLFC system and is conducted by the master sheet 

again to get the final drag coefficient cD. From this, the gross D/ä is determined. By dividing 

this by two the required net thrust per engine is calculated, since a steady level flight is as-

sumed, at least within any interval.  

 

If enough thrust is available, which is checked against table A in spreadsheet F, the corrected 

fuel flow, Qcorr, is obtained from the same spreadsheet in an equivalent manner as for the drag 

coefficient. Unlike this, some on height dependent range names are regulated to enable a clean 

selection of the appropriate values. This is merely due to software internal problems of Lo-

tus 1-2-3. (Young, 2001b) 
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Afterwards, the total temperature and the total pressure ratios are calculated to determine the 

fuel flow. In this the total temperature ratio taken to 0.6363 is considered, which, together 

with the fuel flow calculations is described in detail in chapter 2.6. 

 

The total fuel flow is double the fuel flow obtained, since this software deals with a twin-

engine aircraft. It can be modified by the additional fuel consumption of eventual-acting HLFC 

systems through a correction factor given from the master sheet. The final result, divided by 

the calculated true airspeed gives SAR for any step. 

 

By taking the values of weight and SAR from two adjacent steps, n, an average SAR and a 

change in weight can be obtained, which leads to range and time increments for each interval, 

as is shown below: 
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The sums of these increments lead to the final answer for the entire range of performing the 

cruise and the time needed for this. The results are put back into an output table, where the 

necessary fuel is obtained and from there, the results together with the fuel used are put into 

the master sheet. 

 

The alternate cruise and the hold, respectively, are calculated in the same manner, whereby no 

HLFC correction is needed, as it cannot be used for these parts of the flight mission. Since the 

hold is conducted at the maximum possible endurance speed, the recommended Mach number 

is obtained from Table B of spreadsheet H and is dependent on the weight. Furthermore, in the 

hold table, the determination of range is not required and the time is computed directly: 
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4.2.2 The Climb Calculation Table 
 

The climb is computed in table A of spreadsheet C. The calculations are carried out according 

to the method described in chapter 2.7.4 from 1500 ft up to the first stage of cruise level. This, 

as well as the single vertical intervals can be keyed in by the user into the violet shaded cells. In 

addition, input cells for non-standard conditions and the climb schedule are provided, and like-

wise coloured. 

 

The master sheet gives the start weight for the first altitude. All other start weights result from 

passing through the calculations of the climb step before. In each case, it is applied on the start 

height first, to obtain W/ä and hence the lift coefficient after determining the according atmos-

pheric properties and the Mach number.  

 

Subsequently, cL is used to look up and interpolate the drag coefficient for a rounded reference 

Mach number in the same manner as in the cruise calculation, which can be modified by the 

HLFC factor again at climb intervals above 20000 ft, and is needed to calculate the L/D ratio.  

 

Now the Mach number is rounded up and down to values of two significant numbers to be able 

to look up the maximum climb thrust from table A of spreadsheet G. The actual Mach number 

is used to interpolate the thrust over delta ratio per engine, which bears subsequently the thrust 

required. 

 

Afterwards, the calculations for the ROC are carried out. Originally, the term Ö is calculated 

using the Mach number for climb steps performed at CAS. Herewith, the acceleration factor 

can be worked out and, accordingly, sinã as all necessary parameters are now known. After 

determining TAS, the ROC can be finally calculated, which is multiplied by a factor to change 

the unit from knots to feet per minute. All this is described in detail in chapters 2.7.1 and 2.7.2.  

  

After defining some range names for software internal reasons again, the corrected fuel flow is 

interpolated by looking up the appropriate values for the up and down rounded thrust values in 

terms of 3000 lb steps and, subsequently, using the original one. For instance, an obtained 

thrust of 25675 lb would lead to the limits 24000 lb and 27000 lb. For these values, the cor-

rected fuel flow can be looked up in spreadsheet F, and by using 25675 lb, an interpolation can 

be carried out to determine the to 25675 lb thrust appropriate Qcorr. The total ratios of tem-

perature and pressure as well as an exponent of 0.6363 for the former are used to calculate the 

actual fuel flow, which can be corrected by an HLFC factor given by the master sheet. Its dou-

ble is the answer for the total fuel flow of the entire airplane. 
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Eventually, a first estimate concerning the time needed and the fuel burned is made for this 

climb step by using the difference between start and end height. This enables an approximate 

end weight to be determined:  

 

estimated time: 
1

1 ROC

hh
t startend −

=  (4.2-6) 

 

estimated fuel: 
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and hence: 1,1 Fest WWW −=  (4.2-8) 

 

This estimated end weight is now applied to the end height and the calculations are passed 

through in the same manner as described above. Once the second values for ROC and the total 

fuel flow are obtained, they are each used to calculate an average, by integrating of their first 

results. The application of these average values ends up in the final solutions of time needed 

and fuel required for each interval. The hence obtained end weight result is used as the start 

weight of the next climb step in each case.  

 

By also determining a mean TAS and an average for the sine of the climb angle per interval 

leads to the horizontal speed and eventually the flown distance. Summing these up, as well as 

the values for time needed and fuel used from all intervals result in the desired answers. These 

are given back to a little output table, and following that to the master sheet A. 

 

It may be stated here that the necessary data concerning the start and the subsequent climb 

from sea level up to 1500 ft are available in table A of spreadsheet H. This is obtained directly 

from the master sheet. Results for this, including time, fuel and distance, depend on the actual 

BRW.  

 

The climb for the alternate mission after a missed approach is computed in the same way, 

where no use of HLFC systems is assumed and thus the appropriate factors do not appear. 

 

The calculations for descent performance contain some variances. Data for the idle in-flight 

thrust and the corresponding idle fuel flow are available in either table B or table C of spread-

sheet G depending on the rounded reference Mach number and the instantaneous height. The 

use of HLFC systems is not assumed either; hence no correction regarding this is required. 
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4.2.3 The Macros 
 

All calculations described above are carried out immediately after entering the input parame-

ters. Now the active part of the program shall be illustrated by explaining the functions of the 

macros assigned to the buttons.  

 

By using the RANGE button, the macro SUBMAIN1 is activated. It enables the macro trace 

to control the course and determine where eventual bugs occur. Two variables are defined, one 

to count the executed calculations and the other to obtain the steps of iteration. The latter ap-

pears with a text message in the macro work area and check box in spreadsheet A. Subse-

quently, the tankered fuel is set to zero, which implies that the entire fuel is to use to determine 

the range. 

 

It follows the call of subroutine SUBWEIGHT, which ensures that the iteration is not carried 

out more than 50 times, because after this, no convergence can be expected. Afterwards, the 

subroutine SUBSOLVE is called. 

 

SUBSOLVE contains a backsolve function for the cruise, the alternate cruise and the hold in 

each case. Such a function finds… values for one or more cells that make the result of a formula equal to 

a value you specify… The formula for which you want to get a specific result must depend directly or indirectly 

on these cells. (Lotus 1-2-3) Thus, it has to include three parameters, the formula-cell, the tar-

get-value and the adjustable-range. The first is the cell containing the value, which should be 

equal to target value by changing the amount of the third one. Varying the adjustable cell must 

implicate a change of the first parameter. 

 

This means, for example, for the cruise, that the end weight is altered as long until the from the 

cruise calculation table resulting range accords exactly to the cruise range in the control box of 

the master sheet. Since this occurs in the first iteration for the guessed value, it should not be 

assigned invalid information. The alternate cruise and the hold are backsolved in the same way, 

whereas the latter is verified against the regulated time. Once a solution is found, the program 

continues with the next order.  

It may be remarked, that sometimes no solution is determinable by the backsolve function. It 

has determined that a change of one of the guessed range values and a subsequent rerun supp-

lies remedy. Since the mouse function is set out of control after a failed backsolve it is neces-

sary to press the F5 button on the keyboard and then RETURN to enable it again, which is 

probably due to the Lotus 1-2-3 internal make up. 
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After returning to SUBWEIGHT, the cruise range is modified by multiplying it with the ratio 

of the given and the calculated BRW and the entire range in the control box is replaced by this 

calculated value. The alternate cruise range is corrected by the difference of required and 

calculated entire alternate range. Eventually, it is proved, that the error between the given and 

the calculated BRW, as well as that for the alternate mission, the covered range does not ex-

ceed a certain percentage. Dependent on the result of this check the program continues either 

with a jump back to the beginning of SUBWEIGHT in order to carry out the same procedure 

app-lying the new values or with a return to SUBMAIN1 after changing the message, which 

indicates that the calculation is finished now. 

 

It follows a call of SUBPRINT, which prints the desired results into the first available free co-

lumn of the output sheet by designating this column with the actual number of executed calcu-

lations. After this, it returns to the SUBMAIN1, where the macro trace function is enabled and 

the macro is ended. 

 

The subroutines SUBMAIN2 and SUBMAIN3 work in the same manner as SUBMAIN1. The 

only difference is that either SUBRANGE, in case of using the WEIGHT button, or 

SUBFUEL is called. The subroutine SUBFUEL is assigned to the FUEL button. 

 

In SUBRANGE, after returning from SUBSOLVE, the cruise range in the control box of the 

master sheet is corrected by the difference between required and calculated range. Subse-

quently, it is proved if the calculated range corresponds to the from the user desired within a 

certain error. Depending on the result of this check, the program either goes back to the begin-

ning of this subroutine or it continues by replacing the BRW in the control box through the 

value determined by the backsolve function. With this a first estimate is made that is supposed 

to be quite close to the final result, which leads to a shorter computing time. A further call of 

SUBSOLVE has primary the reason to find appropriate solutions for the alternate cruise range 

and the hold. After correcting the alternate cruise range in the control box, the results are 

checked again in the same way as in SUBWEIGHT, which is described above. If it is neces-

sary, a jump to the beginning of this subroutine is executed. Otherwise the for the desired 

range calculated BRW is checked against the maximum possible value. Whenever this is ex-

ceeded, the user will find a corresponding message in the box of checks inside the master sheet 

and he will know that the range he wanted cannot be covered by using this data set. 

 

The subroutine SUBFUEL works quite similarly to the already described SUBWEIGHT. The 

differences are that no input values of the control box are modified and the BRW check is left 

out. Instead of this, the cell containing the tankered fuel is given a value, which is the result of 

subtracting the Zero Fuel Weight (ZFW) as well as the contingency and eventual additional 

fuel from the calculated landing weight at the alternate aerodrome. A positive sign implies that 

some reserves are available, a negative one means either too much payload, too long range or 

that more fuel is to be taken onboard if possible. 
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Finally, the CLEAR button is used to empty the output sheet. This is very useful as it offers the 

possibility of keeping a clear overview and carrying out several individual studies. 

 

 

4.2.4 Remark on Young’s program 
 

The software was developed and advanced over a long period during a research project of the 

Universities of Limerick and Cranfield. For comprehensible reasons, it cannot be attached to 

this report, as this would mean that it was free available to everybody. If somebody is intere-s-

ted in the software, Mr. Trevor Young should be contacted to get the program and the permis-

sion to use it. 

 

Contact of Mr. Young:  Fax  +353-61-202944 

     Email: trevor.young@ul.ie 

 

This is also valid for the modified version described in chapter 5, since it is based on the same 

structure. 

 

 

4.3 Specification of Straubinger’s Program 
 

Straubinger developed another software based on the same data set in context of his diplom 

thesis. This program is also written in the form of a macro using the LOTUS 1-2-3 software 

package, the appropriate file is called PERFORM.WK4. The University of Limerick provided 

data tables in the form of Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheets. Therefore the data is equivalent to this of 

Young’s software. 

 

Unlike Young’s software, the calculations are mainly transacted by macros instead of calcula-

tion tables. A master macro, MAIN, controls several subroutines, which compute the particular 

performance parts of the flight mission. The order in which they are called depends on data 

entered by the user. The hierarchy of the individual parts is shown in figure 4.3. 
 
An input box, shown in figure 4.4, enables the user to define a specific mission by entering the 

input parameters. The separation of the single performances and missions in this box allows a 

good overall view. Besides the range and necessary weights, the input box can define the step 

sizes for the iterations and the cruise altitudes, as well as the climb and descent schedule. In 

addition to the weight limits, the allowable errors and estimations for the time needed for the 

calculation are also included. 
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Main 

Cruise/Hold Climb/Descent Take-off 

Drag Coefficient Fuel flow of Climb/Cruise 

Iteration Fuel flow of Descent 
Net Thrust of Climb/Cruise 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.3 Hierarchy of macros (Straubinger, 2000a) 
 
 
A little output box right beside the input gives the main answers after one ran the macros by 

using the RUN button. The CHECK button enables the crosschecking of results, as here, the 

calculations are carried out without any iteration. The output box and the Check button can 

also be found in the input box. 

 

As already stated, the way the calculations are performed depends on the given input parame-

ters. There are three different ways available to solve proposed problems. These are shown in 

table 4.2. Unknown parameters should be set to zero or the corresponding cells should remain 

empty. 
 

 

Table 4.2 Types of input, based on (Straubinger, 2000a) 
given values calculated value 

fuel, payload                          
OR 

 

fuel, brake release weight       
OR 

range 

only fuel (no payload)              
OR 

 

brake release weight, payload  

payload, range fuel (and hence the brake release weight) 

fuel, range payload (and hence the brake release weight) 

 

 

The calculations in the subroutines work in basically the same manner as in Young’s software. 

Appendix B gives for both programs a logical overview in flowchart form. 
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Since the entire calculation is based on macros, this software needs longer run times and is less 

flexible for modification like e.g. HLFC impacts. However, one of the aims of this report was 

to investigate this influence. For that reason Young’s software is chosen for successive explo-

rations. 

 

 

4.4 Comparison of Results from both Programs 
 

Since Straubinger had no knowledge of the already established program, he developed his 

model in a completely different way. For that reason, it represents a perfect tool to check the 

reliability of Young’s software.  

 

Comparing the results of both programs carries out the check. This is done by running them 

using identical input data and limits for an aircraft, so that it performs the same flight mission 

under equivalent conditions. The model used may be defined as shown in figure 4.4 in the form 

of the input box from Straubinger’s software, as in here also the climb schedule could be de-

fined. 
 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.4 Input box of Straubinger’s program containing the input parameters, based on   
 Straubinger (2000b) 
 

 

The range, which can be found in figure 4.4 is the maximum assumed value. By reducing this 

down to 50 nm the appropriate BRW was obtained by several runs of both programs, where 

the payload was fixed. This study can be found in the file COMPAR01.WK4. The results are 

presented in a table, which includes the error between both answers in order to compare them. 

As is clear from table 4.3, the computed results show slight differences, which could be ex-

pected, since both programs allow a marginal error. The maximum error is shaded and 

amounts to 0.085%. This is a very close result and shows that both programs come to the 

same answer, although they use different methods. 
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Table 4.3 Comparison of results from the programs of Straubinger (2000b) and Young (2000) 
 
 
 
 

Range BRW (Straubinger) [lb] BRW (Young) [lb] Error  [%] 
0 196817 196918 0,051 

200 200338 200469 0,065 
500 205763 205880 0,057 

1000 215047 215194 0,068 
1500 224742 224898 0,069 
2000 234927 235077 0,064 
2100 237027 237172 0,061 
2200 239151 239312 0,067 
2300 241296 241452 0,065 
2400 243464 243639 0,072 
2500 245657 245829 0,070 
2600 247883 248072 0,076 
2700 250134 250325 0,076 
2800 252421 252637 0,085 
2900 254773 254960 0,073 
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5. Modification for a long-range class Aircraft  
 

Besides checking the software against results from other sources a further aim of this work has 

been to modify it by replacing the data with that of a long-range aircraft. This was done in or-

der to enable an extension of the studies. The second model would offer the exploration of a 

wider spectrum of range and the influence of the different design parameters, since they are 

quite different for both classes as is shown in table 5.1. 
 
 
Table 5.1 Comparison of input data of both versions  
Version Original Version 

based on Boeing 757 class aircraft 
Modified Version 

based on A330-200 class aircraft 
BRW 255,000 lb 513,884 lb 
OEW  128,700 lb 259,600 lb 
MPL 56,600 lb 67,900 lb 
Fuel capacity 77,422 lb 245,411 lb 
Range 2,900 nm 6,650 nm 
Wing Area, S 1,952 ft2 3,916.5 ft2 

 

 

The information shown in table 5.1 was gathered in several references. While the Boeing class 

aircraft data is given in Young’s software (Young, 2000), the values of the A330-200 class 

aircraft refer to Airbus (2000) and Airbus (2001). Furthermore, the OEW is taken from the 

Operating manual, since Airbus merely provided an average value. The Wing Area, S, is cal-

culated based on the available flight test data. 

 

After entering the new data, it was required to make sure that the software runs reliably. In 

addition, the results computed by the program had to be compared with other data to be able 

to judge them. Therefore a flight crew operating manual used by airlines was provided. An-

other available reference, which could be used, was an advertising briefing from Airbus. 

 

This chapter will explain how the provided data was dealt with and will show how the answers 

compare with published references. 

  

 

5.1 Flight Test Data 
 

Performance data of a typical twin engine aircraft of long range A 330-class, given in the form 

of a Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet, was available at the University of Limerick. Besides other infor-

mation these tables contained data of integrated range, integrated time, total fuel flow and 

thrust dependent on the momentary gross weight of the aircraft, as well as the appropriate lift 

and drag coefficients.  
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Altitudes from 29000 up to 42000 feet in 1000 feet steps and, in each case, Mach numbers 

from 0.78 to 0.82 in steps of hundredths were covered, which are typical for a cruise perfor-

mance. This information was now used to work out similar data tables to those of Young’s 

program. Afterwards, the task was to replace the original tables, to ensure the programs func-

tion succumbing this modification and to check the results against published information. 

 

 

5.1.1 Corrected Fuel flow tables 
 

Based on the available flight test data, tables were constructed, which included round values of 

thrust per engine and their corresponding interpolated corrected fuel flow, which was obtained, 

according to chapter 2.6.2 by applying the mathematical analysis used exponent, which equals 

to 0.5, since no further engine information was available. This interpolation has been carried 

out in order to achieve a similar basis for all tabulations, which is necessary to build up proper 

working “look up” tables. An example is given as follows: 
 
 
Table 5.2 Corrected fuel flow data for rounded thrust values  

Mach number �  0.82 0.81 0.80 0.79 0.78 

per engine 
FN/Delta 

[lb] 

 
Corrected fuel flow per engine at FL350  [lb/hr]   

51000 21291 21399 21517 21618 21721 
50000 20882 20984 21087 21193 21300 
49000 20461 20559 20657 20768 20879 
48000 20038 20131 20225 20334 20441 
47000 19614 19703 19793 19898 20003 
46000 19190 19274 19359 19461 19562 
45000 18769 18844 18925 19023 19122 
44000 18361 18442 18518 18607 18695 
43000 17953 18041 18128 18204 18298 
42000 17545 17639 17739 17801 17913 

 

 

After plotting the results for each Mach number, they all ended up in nearly straight lines. This 

can be seen in figure 5.1. 

 

Therefore and by comparison with developed flowcharts, based on the Boeing data the as-

sumption was made, that data above and below the given thrust could be obtained simply by 

extrapolating the curves. Figure 5.1 shows furthermore, that the offset between adjacent 

curves of the different Mach numbers is also similar. For that reason, curves for lower speeds 

are generated by extrapolation again. The determination of graphs for higher velocities was not 

necessary, since the designed cruise Mach number of most transport jets of the considered 

class is not greater than 0.82. 
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Figure 5.1 Corrected fuel flow curves for several Mach numbers at 35000 ft 
 
 
The practical application has shown, that the use of the lowest and highest available values to 

carry out both kinds of extrapolation led to the most useful answers. This resulted in a table 

containing Mach number and thrust per engine dependent data of corrected fuel flow for every 

given altitude. For the reason of completeness, they all were entered into spreadsheet F of the 

program, even though not all of them are used, because the offset of flight levels amounts to 

2000 ft.  

 

In the tables the original data is marked yellow, the values obtained through extrapolation 

along the curves are shaded violet and the cells, which contain the extrapolated results for new 

graphs, have got a green colour. 

  
Another hypotheses have been used in order to get the climb calculation necessary tables for 

lower altitudes. The contemplation of the Boeing data has shown, that their curves intersect at 

low thrust. This intersection point peregrinates towards the higher thrust with decreasing 

height. Such a point is also to be found by plotting the data of the long-range class aircraft at 

heights from 30000 and 29000 feet. This can be seen in figures 5.2 and 5.3. 

 

To achieve a similar result, tables based on the Boeing data have been made, which include the 

ratios of values from the 29000 feet table referring to the corresponding data for the same 

Mach number and the same thrust at lower heights. These ratios were used as divisors for the 

29000 feet long-range data chart of the long-range class aircraft, each assigned to the approp-

riate altitude, Mach number and the doubled thrust, to generate the required tables.  
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Figure 5.2 Intersection point at 30000 ft 
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Figure 5.3 Intersection point at 29000 ft 
 
 

The thrust has been doubled, as a similar design point and duplex weight was assumed for the 

long-range aircraft. The results of this method have also been coloured yellow in the lower 

altitude tables, which were obtained in this way. All the other necessary data was obtained by 

interpolation and extrapolation again. This method was not as successful as expected, but the 

results were found to be acceptable in absence of any other available information, since an ac-

tual move of the intersection point would require too many guesses. 
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5.1.2 The Drag Polar 
 

The lift and drag coefficient data supplied an approximate idea about the aerodynamic proper-

ties. In order to obtain the drag coefficients corresponding to lift coefficient values of two sig-

nificant numbers, interpolations had to be made for each Mach number. By using the two lo-

west provided values, data for the zero-lift drag coefficient has been determined. This gave the 

results, which can be seen in the following table: 
 
 
Table 5.3 High-speed drag polar data  

cL �  M 0.78 M 0.79 M 0.80 M 0.81 M 0.82 

0,00 0,01452 0,01549 0,01536 0,01531 0,01538 
0,40 0,02008 0,02022 0,02037 0,02057 0,02085 
0,45 0,02165 0,02177 0,02191 0,02212 0,02243 
0,50 0,02342 0,02355 0,02366 0,02390 0,02418 
0,55 0,02547 0,02561 0,02573 0,02590 0,02637 
0,60 0,02809 0,02830 0,02856   

 
 

A comparison with the Boeing drag polar data showed that the zero-lift coefficient should 

steadily increase with the Mach number. However, in order to use the original data no further 

changing assumption had been made, as the extrapolated values complied with this trend at 

their limits. 

 

Since only some of the typical cruise performance data was available, it was attempted to as-

certain, in what way the parabolic approximation could be applied to determine further infor-

mation. For that reason, the results were plotted versus the squared CL. In addition the curve 

of the squared deviation was drawn into the same diagram. For the factor k1 the assumption 

had been made, that the Oswald’s efficiency factor equals to 0.85 (Scholz, 1999), which is 

normally the case, and the aspect ratio amounts to 9.26 (Jenkinson, 2001). The latter assump-

tion was made, in order to come as close as possible to (for comparing reasons) provided data 

in the form of an Operating Manual for an A330, which is later specified in detail.  

 

As is apparent from figure 5.4, this did not lead to a satisfying result. Therefore, another fac-

tor, k3 had been introduced in the following manner: 

 

 2
10, LDD ckcc +=      with    

eAk
k

π3
1

1
=  (5.1-1) 

 

Furthermore, figure 5.4 shows that the parabolic approximation was not sufficient for lift coef-

ficients higher than 0.5 as the curves could no longer be considered as being a straight line in 

this region. 
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Figure 5.4 Comparison of available drag polar data with parabolic deviation 
 

 

Therefore, the expression 2.5-10 has been used, which considers the effect of Mach number as 

is discussed in chapter 2.5.4. Since still no adequate results could be gathered, the decision was 

made to raise the exponent for cL in the last term of the equation, as this is a further respected 

method. (Young, 2001b) An exponent equal to 6 finally led to sufficient accuracy: 

 

 6
2

2
10, LLDD ckckcc ++=  (5.1-2) 

 

Subsequently, for each given Mach number the parabolic equation was used to find the part of 

the drag polar below the available data and expression 5.1-2 for the proportion above them. 

This is shown by the example for a Mach number of 0.80 in figure 5.5. 

 

The practical application has shown that the factors k3 and k2 had to be new determined for 

every Mach number, which led to the conclusion that the factor k3 is not only influenced by the 

aspect ratio, but also by a slight change of the Oswald’s efficiency factor with velocity at 

higher speeds. A trend has been obtained from the factors for the given Mach numbers, which 

was applied to estimate further drag polars for Mach numbers between 0.70 and 0.87. A simi-

lar method is used for the increase of the zero-lift drag coefficient at higher speeds.  

 

For the drag polars of lower speeds the sufficiency of the parabolic approximation has been 

assumed, whilst for Mach numbers greater than 0.65, equation 5.1-2 is used. 
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Figure 5.5 Extrapolation of drag polar data 
 

 

The factor k2 was assumed to be constant at higher velocities, since the trend from the given 

data had an opposite direction as it should according to theoretical knowledge and practical 

experiences. The necessary values to determine all drag coefficients are shown in the following 

table, where the factor k3 is represented as a product with the Oswald’s efficiency factor:  
 
 
Table 5.4 The applied factors for the different Mach numbers 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mach number c_D zero k3*e 
k2 

above               below 
the yellow box 

0.30 - 0.65 0,01452 1,000 0,0000 

0,70 0,01452 1,000 0,0032 

0,71 0,01452 1,000 0,0057 

0,72 0,01452 1,000 0,0082 

0,73 0,01452 1,000 0,0107 

0,74 0,01452 1,000 0,0132 

0,75 0,01452 1,000 0,0157 

0,76 0,01452 1,000 0,0182 

0,77 0,01452 1,000 0,0207 

0,78 0,01452 0,989 0 0,0232 

0,79 0,01549 1,180 0 0,0482 

0,80 0,01536 1,120 0 0,0457 

0,81 0,01531 1,060 0 0,0381 

0,82 0,01538 1,015 0 0,0331 

0,83 0,01560 0,980 0,0331 

0,84 0,01580 0,940 0,0331 

0,85 0,01600 0,900 0,0331 

0,86 0,01620 0,860 0,0331 

0,87 0,01640 0,820 0,0331 
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The results are summarized in a table, which was entered in spreadsheet E of the program and 

is attached in appendix A. In this spreadsheet, the plots of this data versus the simple and the 

squared lift coefficient can also be found. The comparison with the appropriate data from Boe-

ing has shown that a similar shape of the curves is achieved. 
 

 

5.1.3 The maximum Climb and in-flight idle Thrust 
 

Subsequently, the tables for the engine dependent maximum climb thrust and the in-flight idle 

thrust had to be modified. As the data provided are those of a typical cruise performance, no 

information for this was available. Therefore, the estimates are based on power plant data of an 

assumed A330 engine and the maximum climb thrust table in spreadsheet G of the program, 

based on the PEM from Boeing. 

 

According to fundamental theoretical knowledge, the following correlation between thrust and 

height exists: 
 

 n

SLT

T
σ∝      (Young, 1999) (5.1-3) 

 

Since values of maximum take-off thrust are published for most engines and the density ratio is 

determinable, two unknown terms remain, the actual thrust and n. By assuming similar charac-

teristics of both the Boeing and the Airbus engine some T/ä data was available in Young’s 

program. In order to use only the given data, all interpolated values were deleted from a previ-

ous-ly made copy of the corresponding table into a new spreadsheet, named 

THRMACH4.wk4. The remaining data are shown in table 5.5. 
 

 

Table 5.5 Thrust over delta data of Boeing 757 class aircraft (PEM) (Boeing) 

height ft�  0 5000 10000 15000 20000 25000 31000 35000 36089 37000 39000 42000 

Mach 0,20 25233 27687           

Mach 0,30 23071 25358 27717 30229 32358        

Mach 0,40 21243 23420 25816 28327 30685 32399       

Mach 0,45 20313 22609 25001 27530         

Mach 0,50 19671 21877 24258 26768 29290 31285 33434 34421 34529 34426 34203 33778 

Mach 0,55   23558 26105 28694 30824       

Mach 0,60 18477 20604 22948 25481 28161 30473 33182 34425 34564 34456 34222 33743 

Mach 0,65     27675 30114 33131      

Mach 0,70  19577 21811 24404 27170 29814 33153 34833 35021 34909 34664 34295 

Mach 0,75      29383 33267 35258 35455 35339 35085 34702 

Mach 0,80    23459 26228 28947 33318 35590 35933 35812 35549 35152 

Mach 0,85       33227 35888 36240 36110 35828 35400 

Mach 0,90     25537 28343 33036 36339 36743 36602 36296 35819 
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A second table was set up, wherein the values appear multiplied by their according height de-

pendent density ratios. Afterwards, the CAS for every thrust term was calculated. Since the 

climb schedule was fixed as 250/300/0.8, interpolations were carried out to obtain the approp-

riate thrust data for every height. Furthermore, the standing position thrust at sea level was 

determined in the same manner. After rearranging the table for software internal reasons of the 

Lotus 1-2-3 package, the thrust for several heights could be plotted versus CAS, as is shown in 

figure 5.6. 
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Figure 5.6 Net thrust for several heights 
 
 
In order to obtain finally the exponent n, the data of the needed velocities have been taken out 

into a new table for each of both. The ratio of every value to the sea level thrust was deter-

mined, which enabled the computation of an exponent n in each case by using logarithmic func-

tions. According to theory, the result should have resulted in the same amount for all expo-

nents, which was not the case. However, a steady increase with height could be noticed. Even-

tually, the average of all exponents up to the tropopause was used for further calculations. 

 

The values for a velocity of 300 kts are given in table 5.6. In there the thrust was later calcu-

lated by using the average exponent and checked against the given thrust. A relative error of 

less than 2% for the heights of interest was found to be acceptable. 
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Table 5.6 Calculation table of the exponent n  

 

 

Subsequently, it was assumed that the considered aeroplane was equipped with a 

CF6-80 E1 A4 engine, which represents a typical powerplant of an Airbus A330-200. The 

maximum take-off thrust of this engine amounts to 66900 lb (Janes, 1992). It was assumed 

that about 93% of this power is used in performing a climb, which led to a standing position 

thrust of 62217 lb. From this, by using the ratios of the Boeing data to their standing position 

thrust the sea level thrust for both 250 kts and 300 kts could be obtained and, therefore, by 

taking the appropriate exponent the thrust values for the other altitudes.  
 

By dividing these thrust data by the corresponding values of Boeing for the same altitude and 

the same CAS a number in each case was obtained, which makes a statement about the relation 

between both engines. The average of these numbers amounted to 2.11 for 250 kts and 2.13 

for 300 kts. Therefore, a factor of 2.12 has been used finally to modify the maximum climb 

thrust table in the program. 

 

Since this obtained factor is engine specific, it was also used for the idle in-flight thrust table of 

spreadsheet G and the table for brake release and climb to 1500 ft of spreadsheet H. The table 

for the idle fuel flow got the same modification. These modified tables can be found in appen-

dix A. 

 

 

TABLE 2 for CAS = 300 kts 

Height Sigma Thrust (given) [lb] T/T_sl n Thrust (calc) [lb] rel. error 

0 1,0000 20268 1,000    

5000 0,8617 18266 0,901 0,698 18160 0,58% 

10000 0,7385 16238 0,801 0,731 16206 0,20% 

15000 0,6292 14430 0,712 0,733 14402 0,20% 

20000 0,5328 12712 0,627 0,741 12739 -0,21% 

25000 0,4481 11010 0,543 0,760 11212 -1,83% 

31000 0,3605 9449 0,466 0,748 9550 -1,07% 

35000 0,3099 8494 0,419 0,742 8541 -0,55% 

36089 0,2971 8191 0,404 0,746 8279 -1,08% 

37000 0,2844 7845 0,387 0,755 8016 -2,18% 

Average 

t. Trop all heights 

0,7376 0,6272 
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5.2 Data of the Operating Manual A330 
 

Further data was provided in the form of an Operating Manual for an Airbus A330. The 

manufacturer supplies these handbooks in order to enable the customers to carry out quick 

calculations for checkups and safety reasons. 

 

They include in performance obtained data of integrated range and integrated time dependent 

on the instantaneous gross weight of the aircraft while performing several cruise missions at 

different heights. The difference between two gross weights represents the fuel consumption, 

while the difference between the corresponding distances and times, respectively, represents 

the cruise distance covered and the cruise time for this fuel consumption. In addition, diverse 

tables can be found containing correction terms to take into account climb, descent, non-

standard atmospheric conditions and the influence of wind and eventual airport elevations, re-

spectively. Most of these terms depend on the weight at any given moment. Further necessary 

corrections like hold, taxy and step climb are assumed to be constant at amounts based on 

experiences. 
 

The manual is to be used in the following way. Firstly, the flight mission must be defined. This 

includes the BRW, the range, the airport location and the actual en-route atmospheric condi-

tions. The range has to be adjusted for either head or tail wind by the corresponding correction 

value. 
 

Knowing the BRW and the corrected range, the time needed can be determined from the cruise 

tables. Eventual step climbs can be considered in two different ways. The change of height can 

be performed either after a certain distance or at a specified gross weight. In both cases, the 

table of the first height is used to determine unknown value using the known one, since both 

are dependent on each other. With this obtained value the “look up” has to be continued in the 

tables concerning the end height of the step climb. In order to keep the overall view the middle 

and end results can be entered in a tabulation (See figure C.3), provided in the Operating Man-

uel. 
 

Eventually, this turns out in the end weight overhead destination, whilst the BRW is set to 

weight overhead departure. Since these results are not very useful, corrections have to be made 

by adding or subtracting several values concerning climb and descent, as well as the actual dif-

ference of air temperature from ISA conditions. These values consider, for instance, that in 

performing a climb more fuel is burned than in cruise performance, on which the cruise tables 

used before are based.  
 

These corrections give finally the landing weight at destination, which supplies the answer for 

the trip fuel by subtracting it from the BRW. Now the contingency fuel can be determined, as it 

equals 5% of the trip fuel.  
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Afterwards the alternate fuel can be found in the alternate table, which is based on a referring 

landing weight at alternate and has to be corrected for the obtained landing weight at this place 

by a further factor from this table. The fuel needed for the hold amounts to a constant. 

 

Now, the Zero Fuel Weight (ZFW) can be calculated by subtracting the fuel required for alter-

nate and hold, as well as the contingency fuel from the landing weight at destination. Its diffe-

rence to the given OEW represents the maximum allowable payload, and its difference to the 

BRW is equal to the required fuel. Adding the fuel necessary for taxy gives the block fuel, here 

the amount of fuel, which has to be taken on-board. 

 

Eventually, the time needed to fly the required distance, which was a further result after using 

the cruise tables, is adjusted for climb and descent corrections, and thus the flight time is ob-

tained. 

 

All the calculations described above can be inscribed into a second table (See figure C.5), also 

provided in the Operating Manual. Here, every row containing a result is numbered. Under the 

appropriate number the single steps are more thoroughly described. 

 

 

5.2.1 Example of Operating Manual for Long Range Speed 
 

To be able to use the tables properly some examples are given in the Operating Manual. One 

of them together with all the necessary pages can be found in the appendix C. It is based on 

LR-speed at specific heights, which means that the speed is decreasing continuously with the 

decrease in weight, caused by burning fuel. This is unlike the function of the program, which 

generally computes its results based on fixed Mach numbers during the cruise, at least within 

one interval. Therefore differences between both results were predictable.  

 

Based on the input parameters given in the example and the obtained payload, the modified 

program version was run using the FUEL button. This should lead to a tankered fuel close to 

zero, however, an amount of 1702 lb was not used, where 200lb of that are attributed to the 

different assumptions for start up and taxy. Of course, this phenomenon was explored, which 

led to the fact that the trip fuel succumbed to a slight error of less than 1% only. Admittedly, 

the constant values differed considerably. This could be due to two reasons. On the one hand 

the constants are certainly effected by a safety factor in order to avoid too tight fuel planning 

of the airlines. On the other hand the determination of the data table for the software was char-

acterized by several difficulties, and therefore especially the values at lower altitudes have no 

pretension on correctness.  
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The results of the program are attached to appendix C in the form of an output spreadsheet, 

including the main answers from the example of the Operating Manual in an extra column. 

 

Please note, that there is obviously a little discrepancy in the example, given in appendix C, 

concerning the landing weight at destination used for the correction of the alternate fuel. An 

amount of 330100 lb is used, however, a value of 229900 was calculated before. 

 

Subsequently, a check against the cruise tables was carried out as the major interest concerned 

the cruise performance for a later exploration of HLFC impact. Determining the range for 

every BRW listed in table 5.7 and calculating the difference to the range possible with the 

highest BRW used did this. All other parameters remained as in the given example described 

above. Thus, the integrated range of the program was obtained, which was comparable to this 

of the Operating Manual. 
 
 
Table 5.7 Integrated range of the program and of the Operating Manual 

Weight program Operating Manual abs. Error rel. Error 
[lb] DIST  [nm] DIST  [nm] [nm] [%] 

498000 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
496000 66,22 60,00 6,22 -10,37 
494000 132,77 126,00 6,77 -5,38 
492000 199,66 193,00 6,66 -3,45 
490000 266,88 260,00 6,88 -2,65 
488000 334,44 328,00 6,44 -1,96 
486000 402,34 396,00 6,34 -1,60 
484000 470,60 464,00 6,60 -1,42 
482000 539,20 532,00 7,20 -1,35 
480000 608,15 601,00 7,15 -1,19 
478000 677,39 670,00 7,39 -1,10 
476000 746,89 739,00 7,89 -1,07 
474000 816,67 809,00 7,67 -0,95 
472000 886,70 879,00 7,70 -0,88 
470000 957,01 949,00 8,01 -0,84 
468000 1027,58 1020,00 7,58 -0,74 
466000 1098,43 1090,00 8,43 -0,77 
464000 1169,56 1161,00 8,56 -0,74 
462000 1240,97 1233,00 7,97 -0,65 
460000 1312,65 1304,00 8,65 -0,66 
458000 1384,62 1376,00 8,62 -0,63 
456000 1456,87 1448,00 8,87 -0,61 

 
 
Table 5.7 makes clear that, although the absolute error is rising, the relative error drops by 

increasing the distance. Since the attention of this work concerns to a long-range aircraft, this 

result predicts an achievable error of less than 0,6 % for the cruise performance of this A330 

class aircraft. 
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5.2.2 Example for a fixed Mach number 
 

To achieve the greatest similarity to the conditions of the program a further example has been 

established, based on a fixed Mach number of 0.80 performed at an optimal flight level.  

 

Although, it was not necessary to make up the flight planning in two steps, it is carried out in 

this way to clarify the step climb to another flight level, which is apparent on account of the 

change of TAS at a weight of 454500 lb. Corrections for headwind and non standard atmos-

pheric conditions are not done to keep the example as simple as possible. This should avoid 

needless errors occurring. Therefore, the input values may be defined as is shown in the follo-

wing table.  
 
 
Table 5.8 Input parameters of the fixed Mach number example 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

This example is worked out in detail and attached in appendix D together with other necessary 

pages from the Operating Manual. Required pages already used in the original example de-

scribed in the previous chapter can be found in appendix C. 

 

After determining the results, these were checked against computed answers from the program 

using the same input parameters. The comparison is listed in table D.3 and attached to appen-

dix D. It can be seen that the tankered fuel could be reduced to an amount of about 500 lb, 

which corresponds to 300 lb less fuel used by considering the different assumptions for start up 

and taxy. The error concerning the trip fuel amounts to 0,3% only. This is very acceptable and 

leads to the decision to base further studies on the input parameters of this example.  

Mach number 0.80 opt. FL 
Initial Flight level: FL350 
Ground Distance: 5000nm 
Wind (‘-‘ head/’+’ tail) 0 kt 
Air distance 5000 nm 
BRW 480,000 lb 

OEW 259,600 lb 

ZFW 330,100 lb 

Payload 50,500 lb 

Alternate 250 nm 

Hold 30 min 

Contingency 5% 

Atmospheric conditions Standard ISA 

Airport elevation 0 ft 

Step climb One:     at 454,500 lb 
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5.3 Comparison to an Airbus Briefing 
 

Another available published information was an Airbus Briefing of A330 aircraft (Airbus, 
2000), designed for advertising reasons. Here, a payload range diagram could be found, which 

provides a general view about the possible aircrafts features. The heavier A330-200 version is 

chosen, since previous comparisons are based on this model. 

 

The original diagram is shown in figure 5.7. It got an unfamiliar shape, which indicates that 

even at zero payload, more fuel can be taken on-board than the aircraft is able to carry. This 

offers the opportunity to make further improvements without changing the whole structure of 

this version, if the OEW can be reduced by newly developed techniques and materials. 
 

 

 
Figure 5.7 Payload range diagram of A330-200 (Airbus, 2000) 
 

 

All necessary points to enable the plot of such diagrams have been determined from figure 5.7. 

Afterwards, the ranges for the appropriate weights were calculated in the software using the 

RANGE button in each case. The results came close to the reference of the Airbus Briefing 

and are shown in the following table. 
 
 
Table 5.9 Comparison of payload range data 

Payload Weight 
[t] 

Range [nm] 
(calc) 

Range [nm] 
(Briefing) 

rel. Error 
[nm] 

abs. Error 
[%] 

Max. structural 49500 3988 4231 -5,70 -243 
Max. volumetric 36400 5210 5421 -3,89 -211 
253 passengers 
 + baggage 

24035 6464 6650 -2,80 -186 

non 0 9115 9105 0,11 10 
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6. The Sensitivity Study 
 

Once the program has been modified and its accuracy was ensured, it could be used to carry 

out studies. On account of the high flexibility of the software, a bright spectrum is provided to 

do this. Of high concern is, if general statements about consequences of a virtually installed 

HLFC system could be derived. Therefore it was necessary to explore the particular influences 

at first and to prove afterwards, if the impacts of all modifications together would lead to simi-

lar results. The main focus of attention was the change of block fuel on this occasion, since this 

is what the customer has to pay for. For all these reasons the following studies were chosen. 

 

 

6.1 Study 1 - Impact on Block fuel 
 

The study is based on the example for the fixed Mach number according to the Operating 

Manual. Thus, the input parameters are already known and listed in table 5.8. It should now be 

examined, in what way the block fuel will change by using the WEIGHT button due to a single 

modification of either drag, OEW or fuel consumption, respectively, independent of each other 

in each case.  

 

Therefore, a possible change of each of these parameters was guessed. In order to see whether 

their particular influence on block fuel is linear, the assumed values were subdivided and as-

signed to 5 cases, as is shown in table 6.1. 
 
 
Table 6.1        Cases of study 1 

Study 1 
case OEW (increase) Q (increase) cD (reduction) 

1 1 % 1 % -3 % 

2 2 % 2 % -6 % 

3 3 % 3 % -9 % 

4 4 % 4 % -12 % 

5 5 % 5 % -15 % 

 

 

By changing one parameter whilst the others are left at zero the desired results could be ob-

tained (See table 6.2). Subsequently, the changes of each case are applied together and the 

results are compared to the sum of the particular answers.  

 

It should be noted that the baseline was obtained by running the weight button without any 

modifications. This led to a slightly lower BRW for reasons, which are discussed in chapter 

5.1. 
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6.2 Results of study 1 
 

The method described above gave the following results for the particular impacts on the block 

fuel, which are shown in the following table and illustrated in figure 6.1: 
 

 

Table 6.2        Results for block fuel (study 1) 

Block fuel for the particular impacts  [lb] 
case Baseline (=0) 1 2 3 5 4 

OEW 132007 132961 133977 134964 136043 137268 

Q 132007 133456 134915 136379 137902 139372 

cD 132007 127712 123525 119332 115139 111065 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 

 
   
   
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.1 Block fuel affected by the particular impacts (study 1) 
 
 

Figure 6.1 shows an expected result. While the higher OEW and the higher fuel consumption 

cause an increase of block fuel, the reduced drag lowers the amount of fuel needed. It is appa-

rent that the influence of fuel consumption is higher than that of OEW. In addition this diagram 

shows, that the impact of drag is similar to that of the fuel consumption for the same percen-

tage (i.e. 3%). Fortunately, in practice, a higher percent of drag reduction can be achieved with 

a smaller percentage of the other impacts.  
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In order to achieve more predicative results, the change in block fuel was subsequently deter-

mined by subtracting the baseline block fuel from every value of the above table, as the thus 

obtained amounts are lower and the change of block fuel could be read directly from plotted 

results. (See figure 6.2) 
 

 

Table 6.3        Change in block fuel (study 1) 

Change in Block fuel for the particular impacts  [lb] 
case Baseline (=0) 1 2 3 5 4 

OEW 0 954 1970 2957 4036 5261 

Q 0 1449 2908 4372 5895 7365 

cD 0 -4295 -8482 -12675 -16868 -20942 

sum 0 -1892 -3605 -5348 -6939 -8317 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.2        Block fuel savings due to the particular impacts (study 1) 
 
 
Figure 6.2 shows that the impacts of a raised OEW and SFC are not linear, but increase with a 

higher percentage. The curve for the drag reduction is nearly a straight line within these limits. 

 

It is to notice, that the signs of the appropriate values, which represent the change in block fuel 

are reversed for this diagram (See table 6.3). This is done in order to illustrate the block fuel 

savings, which are rather of interest, especially for the customers. 
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Then, a test row of all modifications simultaneously was obtained for each case. The results 

were subtracted again by the baseline to determine the block fuel savings by subsequent rever-

sion of the signs. These were compared to the formerly obtained entire fuel reduction caused 

by all particular impacts. The resulting values are shown in table 6.4 and the comparison is 

illustrated in figure 6.3. 
 

 

Table 6.4        Block fuel savings (study 1) 

Block fuel and Block fuel savings  [lb] 
case 1 2 3 5 4 

Complete installation - Block fuel 130054 128027 125875 123587 121251 

Block fuel savings for compl. install. 1953 3981 6132 8421 10757 

Block fuel for the sum of part. imp. 130115 128402 126660 125069 123690 

Sum of savings for particular impacts  1892 3605 5348 6939 8317 

Error for block fuel 3,25% 10,41% 14,67% 21,36% 29,33% 

 

 

It can be seen that the full practical application leads to more optimistic results than the sum-

med up savings of the particular impacts. The error between both answers, which is increasing 

quickly, is calculated in table 6.4. Only in the cases 1 and 2 the difference remains within ac-

ceptable limits. Figure 6.3 shows that both influences are not linear and each curve follows an 

opposite trend. While the slope concerning the particular impacts drops, the rise of block fuel 

savings regarded to the complete installation increases with higher percentage. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.3        Comparison of block fuel savings (study 1) 
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The results of this study would not enable conclusive predictions. A further information had to 

be integrated into the explorations, data about how much drag reduction can be achieved at the 

expense of how much more weight and higher fuel consumption. Therefore, another survey, 

based on values of previous explorations, was carried out  

 

 

6.3 Study 2 - Modification based on practical Information 
 

In 1993, explorations have been made by Boeing concerning the application of HLFC system 

on a Boeing 757-200 (Joslin, 1998). Based on this research and some newer knowledge, 

Young and Fielding used a reduced drag by 0.00425 compared to the turbulent baseline air-

craft, an increased OEW by 1032 kg and an increased SFC by 1,86 %, as they had selected an 

aircraft of this particular class for their own survey (Young/Fielding, 2001). The conclusion of 

these values induced a change in the single cases of study 1 in the following way: 
 

 
Table 6.5        Cases of study 2 

 Study 2 
case OEW (increase) Q (increase) cD (reduction) 

1 1 % 1 % -5 % 

2 2 % 2 % -10 % 

3 3 % 3 % -15 % 

4 4 % 4 % -20 % 

5 5 % 5 % -25 % 

 
 
These cases were examined using the same method as in study 1, which produced the results 

shown in the following chapter. 

 

 

6.4 Results of Study 2 
 

To begin with, the results for the particular influences on the block fuel are shown again in 

table 6.6. 
 
 
Table 6.6 Results for block fuel (study 2) 

Study 2 - Block fuel for the particular impacts  [lb] 
case Baseline (=0) 1 2 3 5 4 

OEW 132007 132961 133977 134964 136043 137268 

Q 132007 133456 134915 136379 137902 139372 

cD 132007 124918 117898 111058 102270 92251 
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This led to block fuel savings as is illustrated in figure 6.4. The results for this were obtained 

by subtracting the baseline OEW from each value of table 6.6 and, subsequently, reversing the 

sign in each case. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.4 Block fuel savings due to the particular impacts (study 2) 
 

 

As expected, the results of table 6.6 and figure 6.4 show that the influence of the drag is raised 

in comparison to the answers of study 1. This is due to the fact, that in study 2, a higher drag 

reduction was used while the other impacts remained equivalent. It can also be seen that a sud-

den rise of this impact occurs in case 4. 

 

As a possible drag reduction of more than 15 % is not expected, the results were simply 

proved by another run, which led to the same answers (Young, 2001c). Therefore, no further 

analysis concerning this took place. 

 

Now, the results of all modifications simultaneously for each case were obtained in order to 

simulate a complete installation of the HLFC. Again, the baseline OEW was subtracted from 

all values. This enabled the determination of the appropriate block fuel savings by reversion of 

the signs, which are shown in table 6.7. Eventually, the savings in block fuel were compared to 

those, which resulted from summing up the particular influences. (See figure 6.5)  
 

In addition, the error between both appropriate values of block fuel savings is calculated in 

each case. This is also shown in the table below. 
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Table 6.7        Block fuel savings (study 2) 

Block fuel and Block fuel savings  [lb] 
case 1 2 3 5 4 

Complete installation - Block fuel 127198 122164 117001 111719 101019 

Block fuel savings for compl. inst. 4809 9843 15006 20288 30988 

Block fuel for the sum of part. imp. 127321 122776 118387 112201 104877 

Sum of savings for particular impacts  4686 9231 13620 19806 27130 

Error for block fuel savings 2,63% 6,63% 10,17% 2,43% 14,22% 

 

 

This time, the comparison of the block fuel savings due to either the full installation or the sum 

of the particular impacts only resulted in slight differences between both, up to case 4. Below 

that point, the biggest error amounts to 10.17% as can be seen in table 6.7. This is very ac-

ceptable as for making predictions no exact results are necessary, but merely approximate 

trends expressed in percentage form. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.5 Comparison of block fuel savings (study 2) 
 

 

Furthermore in case 4 the to curves can be replaced by a straight line from the origin to a point 

of approximately 19000 lb block fuel savings. That could mean that all cases, which were not 

independent of each other until now, as the different results of both studies showed, could be 

uncoupled again within these limits. The following example aims to prove this. 
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6.5 Study 3 - General Statement 
 

This final study is done to prove the assumption made in the previous chapter. The similarity of 

the in both ways obtained results in study 2 offers the opportunity to cross-read values for as-

sumed percentages of the particular impacts from figure 6.4 as is shown in figure 6.6. 

 

It may be estimated that a new technique will cause an increase in OEW of about 4%, but will 

only need 2 % more fuel in order to achieve 15 % less drag. A run of the program gives a nec-

essary block fuel of 117547 lb, which equals to 14460 lb less fuel needed compared to the 

baseline. The sum of to the here defined percentages corresponding values from study 2 results 

in 119227 lb, which is equivalent to 12780 lb (See figure 6.6). This arises in an error of 11.6%, 

which is just acceptable for such a prediction, since exacter software results are always some 

more optimistic. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.6 Cross-reading of block fuel savings 
 
 
In practice the changes will probably not be that high and mostly only slight modifications of 

one parameter will occur. Therefore, the error will amount to less than 10 %, which is suffi-

cient enough in order to establish predictions and trends, respectively. Considering the saving 

results of entire block fuel, leads even to smaller differences. 

 

Thus, this diagram provides a simple tool to make approximate estimates of what way the 

change of the components of HLFC systems will influence the block fuel.  
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7. Discussion 
 

HLFC systems offer the potential of significant fuel savings due to drag reduction. Respectable 

sources estimate a possible amount of up to 20 % (DLR, 2001b), which would also consi-

derably reduce aircraft emissions. 

 

Since it is an active device, this occurs, unfortunately, at the expense of a higher OEW and an 

increased SFC. This is due to the necessity of suction pumps and required tube-system to drive 

them, which have a certain weight and consume some fuel while working. 

 

A further disadvantage is that the reliability will not achieve that of conventional aircraft sy-

stems due to the high sensibility to environmental impacts. This is caused by the structure, con-

sisting of by billions of small holes perforated parts, and the function, presupposing a very 

smooth surface, of such systems. However, incidents which could cause a failure are indicated 

and research is undertaken to improve this technique. Anyhow, it might be necessary to in-

crease the on the International Reserves flight profile based contingency fuel in order to ac-

commodate eventual system failures with an acceptable low rate of en-route deviations, as 

these failures mostly result in the complete loss of laminar flow for the entire remainder mis-

sion. An amount of 10% (Young/Fielding, 2000) is a today’s estimate to realize this without 

any risks.  

 

Additionally, potential customers will consider the higher maintenance costs the price they 

have to pay for purchase and installation, since they are dependent on their own efficiency. The 

possible block fuel savings must counterbalance all these points above in order to make HLFC 

systems attractive to the airlines. 

 

Most of the failure modes can be avoided by using the system only at higher altitudes. This 

would concern the end term of climb, the cruise and the initial descent, which makes clear that 

the advantages rise with longer range. Therefore, an installation on short-range aircraft might 

be inefficient. 

 

Studies, considering the disadvantages, have shown that already today more than 8% fuel sav-

ing can be achieved, even by taking into account a failure mode of 25% during cruise time due 

to the encountering cirrus clouds containing ice crystals, and orientating the fuel planning cor-

responding to this. (Young/Fielding, 2001)  
 
The technique will be further improved over the next few years, since intensive research is  

being undertaken in this area. The increasing fuel prices due to the shortage of the worldwide 

oil reserves will support this attempts and therefore HLFC systems will very probably be en-

countered on prospective aircraft. 
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Since flight tests are very expensive, the attempt is undertaken to base current research on 

computer models. For example, software has been established in the form of Lotus 1-2-3 

spreadsheets to simulate the whole flight mission of a generic twin engine jet transport aircraft 

of a Boeing 757 class by Young based on data provided by Boeing in the PEM. It computes 

the fuel and time required for a specific mission. Alternatively, the mission range can be calcu-

lated for a specified fuel weight. 

 
Straubinger made up a similar program, based on the same data set, without any knowledge 

of structure and function of Young’s software. A comparison of the computed results showed 

that both programs came up to very close results of less than 1% difference in calculating the 

BRW for several ranges. The reliability of Young’s software is also given by checks against 

information of published sources, which also led to acceptable results (Young/Fielding, 2001). 
 

The usefulness of Young’s program is grounded in the possibility to study the impact of a vir-

tually installed HLFC system. The necessary modifications such as higher OEW, increased SFC 

and reduced drag can be entered quickly into the conducting master sheet. Since this parame-

ters can be keyed in independent of each other, this software can also be used for other drag 

reducing techniques like, for instance, the shark skin layer, if the necessary information is avai-

lable. 

 

On account of its high flexibility, studies considering partial failure modes are possible, since 

the HLFC input is subdivided into several intervals. Using this function, a study was made by 

Young and Fielding to explore the influence of en-route cloud encounters, which led to the 

result described above. 

 

One of the tasks was to examine whether the software could be modified by replacing the data 

set by that of an aircraft representing a long-range class. For this, flight test data of a typical 

twin-engine aircraft in this class was provided by the University of Limerick. The available 

information consisted of Integrated Range and Thrust data, and information about the lift and 

drag coefficients. All values were given for Mach numbers from 0.78 to 0.82 and heights from 

29000 ft to 41000 ft dependent on the instantaneous gross weight of the aircraft. 

 

Since this is typical cruise performance information, it did not supply the whole picture of the 

aerodynamic and operating properties of the aircraft, but provided the required clue. Based on 

this and on comparison to the Boeing data, new data tables for the software were attempted by 

applying numerical techniques, basic aeronautical knowledge and additional information out of 

published sources. On this occasion, the decision was made to found necessary assumptions on 

an Airbus A330-200, since some published references for this version were available, to which 

later computed results could be compared with. 
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The obtainment of the non-existing data caused some difficulties as many guesses had to be 

made. Also, some of the applied methods did not work how they promised. Therefore, espe-

cially the values concerning lower altitudes and thus the climb and descent performance have 

no pretension of accuracy. It is necessary to prove this data before using the modified soft-

ware, if these portions play an important role for eventual other studies. For the work, this 

report is dealing with, this was not the case, as HLFC is mainly applied in cruise performance 

and the long ranges considered here would not allow for a large error compared to the entire 

mission. 

 

After replacing the tables and ensuring that these were fully compatible to the software, the 

validation of computed results had to be proved. They could be compared to published infor-

mation in the form of a provided Operating Manual for an Airbus A330, including a self-

explanatory example. This manual represents the common tool enabling flight crews to carry 

out their fuel planning quickly for any given flight mission and is described in detail in chapter 

5.1.  

 

A simulation of the example using the modified software came to the astonishing close result 

of only 1.2% less burned fuel. It could be indicated that this error was assembled by 0.9% less 

trip fuel needed and an error, which arose due to large differences to constants of the example, 

considering the partial results for the climb, the descent, the alternate and the hold. 

 

Since the performed cruise of the example did not fully accord to the software, which generally 

works without changing the Mach number during the cruise, another example was established 

based on a fixed Mach number of 0.8, and according to the Operating Manual. This was done 

in order to achieve a lower error concerning the trip fuel. A subsequent simulation in the pro-

gram resulted in a lower fuel consumption of about 300 lb as 200 lb of the displayed 499 lb 

tankered fuel attributed to the different assumptions of fuel required for start up and taxy.  

Obviously, the computed climb, descent, alternate and hold values came closer to the constants 

used by the Operating Manual at higher BRW. The difference between the trip fuel determined 

in both ways amounted to 0.3% only, which led to the decision to use the input parameters of 

this example for further studies as the computed results came closest to values of practice. 

 

A further comparison was done using the payload range diagram of an Airbus A330-200 (Air-
bus, 2000), which could be found in an advertising Airbus Briefing. Also here, a satisfactory 

level of consistency could be attained. 

 

Since sufficient accuracy could be ascertained, the modified software was used to perform sen-

sitivity studies to investigate possible impacts of HLFC on the fuel usage for the previously 

specified mission. This was done by entering possible changes for each single impact, which is 

either a raised OEW, an increased SFC or a reduction of drag.  
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As the major interest of airlines customers concerns the block fuel, that one’s changes due to 

the particular influences were examined using several amounts in each case. As expected, the 

rise of OEW and fuel consumption led to a higher amount of block fuel required, while the 

lower drag counterbalanced these adverse impacts, taking into account that in practice a sig-

nificant higher percent drag reduction can be achieved with a smaller percentage of the other 

impacts. In order to obtain more predicative statements, the appropriate block fuel savings 

were determined as their values are represented by a lower amount.  

 

Additionally, it should be proved whether general statements could be derived. For that reason 

the sum of the previously described results representing the particular impacts was compared 

to results obtained by simulating the full installation, which means a run of the program influen-

ced by all impacts simultaneously. Since this did not lead to the desired answer, a second study 

was performed, where it was not simply guessed, which amounts of the single impact belong to 

each other.  

 

This time they were based on a Boeing study concerning an HLFC application on a Boeing 757 

(Joslin, 1998), which had been already used by Young and Fielding. Comparing the full in-

stallation to the addition of the appropriate results due to the particular impacts resulted in an 

illustration, which made apparent, that the two developed curves for block fuel savings (See 

figure 6.5) could be replaced by an average straight line up to 20% drag reduction. 

 

A third study was carried out, in which independent changes of the single percentage influen-

ces were allowed again. The from results of block fuel savings obtained from study 2 are used 

to make predictions by cross-reading the appropriate values from figure 6.4 and summing them 

up (See figure 6.6). Subsequently, this is crosschecked against the result due to the same modi-

fications simultaneously using the software, which led to acceptable errors of about 12%.  

 

Thus, figure 6.4 provides a simple tool to en-couple the parameters again and to make ap-

proximate predictions concerning the influence on the fuel savings effected by possible changes 

of an impacts percentage amount quickly and without using the software. This could be useful, 

for instance, if a new technique could offer lower fuel consumption of the suction pumps or the 

decision has to be made, which material should be used considering its weight. 

 

Further studies are necessary to examine the influence of range and BRW to this, since all stud-

ies above are based on the same input parameters. It might be necessary to obtain several 

curves for several classes of aircraft and missions, in order to achieve actual general state-

ments. 
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8. Conclusion 
 

HLFC is a very promising technique to reduce the fuel consumption of medium and long-range 

class aircrafts progressively. The restriction to limit the application of HLFC to cruising alti-

tudes makes its use for short ranges not recommended.  

 

This work shows that computer models work sufficient accurate to enable predictions and 

trends about, how profitable new techniques will be. Even, relative reliable estimates about a 

possible expectable amount can be established, which, however, are approximations. Results 

gained in that way have to be substantiated by flight tests and subsequent application over a 

longer period, to make them certain. Although, these models do not provide a full substitute 

for practical flight tests, they reduce them, accelerate the research, and thus lower the costs 

considerably. 

 

A computer performance model based on flight test data of a Boeing 757 class aircraft has 

been developed to study the sensitivity on fuel burn due to HLFC technology, but can also be 

used to explore the impacts of other drag reducing devices on account of its high flexibility. 

Computed answers of this model and of its version modified by replacing the data set by that of 

an Airbus A330 class aircraft, have been proved, which led acceptable results compared to 

published sources. 

 

Using the modified program version and input parameters, which gave closest information of 

practice, the impact due to changes of Drag, SFC and Weight on the fuel burn was explored. 

While the single impacts due to a rised OEW, and increased SFC, respectively, led to a higher 

block fuel in each case, the drag reduction resulted in considerable block fuel savings. In the 

practical data based study 2, for example, 2957 lb more fuel was burned due to 3% increased 

OEW, and 4372 lb due to 3% higher SFC. The drag reduction of 15% led to a by 20949 lb 

lower block fuel. The sum of all these impacts amounted to a fuel saving of 13620 lb, which 

equals to 10.3%. The simulation of the full HLFC installation (all impacts simultaneously)  

using the same input parameters resulted in 15006 lb, and thus 11.4% less needed fuel. 

 

For the reason, that the particular consideration of increased OEW and SFC in each case suc-

cumbs to the adverse effect of additional weight caused by the additionally fuel required due to  

their own impacts, the results for a complete HLFC installation will always be more optimistic 

compared to the sum of all particular influences.  

 

Therefore, the obtained diagrams illustrating the single block fuel savings due to the particular 

impacts can be used to make predictions accepting a little error, since they promise nothing 

what cannot be kept, as long as the effect described above can be counterbalanced by the drag 

reduction at full HLFC installation.
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Appendix A 
 

Configuration tables of the modified Program 
 

In the tables A.1 to A.14, the corrected fuel flow for lower altitudes is given. This is gathered 

by using factors, which represent the ratios of the shaded fuel flow values to the appropriate 

values at 29000 ft, obtained by using the Boeing data in Young’s program. All other values are 

simply calculated by linear interpolations and extrapolations. This is also valid for values not 

listed here. All this is described in detail in chapter 5.1.1. 
 

 

Table A.1 Corrected Fuel Flow, altitude 0 ft (part 1) 
FN δ  

(lb/eng.) 

6000 12000 15000 18000 20000 24000 25000 30000 35000 36000 37000 

Mach Corrected Fuel Flow  (lb/hr/engine) 
0,20  2007 3889 5771 7055 9624 10302 13693 17096 17777 18537 
0,25  2318 4138 5959 7201 9686 10341 13619 16899 17555 18282 
0,30  2629 4388 6146 7347 9747 10380 13544 16702 17333 18027 
0,35  2941 4637 6334 7492 9808 10419 13469 16505 17112 17772 
0,40 68 3252 4887 6522 7638 9870 10457 13394 16308 16890 17517 
0,45 525 3564 5137 6710 7783 9931 10496 13320 16111 16669 17262 
0,50 982 3875 5386 6897 7929 9993 10535 13245 15914 16447 17007 
0,55 1437 4185 5634 7083 8072 10051 10570 13165 15709 16218 16745 
0,60 1896 4498 5885 7273 8220 10116 10612 13095 15519 16004 16497 

 
 
Table A.2 Corrected Fuel Flow, altitude 0 ft (part 2) 
FN δ  

(lb/eng.) 

38000 39000 40000 41000 42000 43000 44000 45000  65000 

Mach Corrected Fuel Flow  (lb/hr/engine) 
0,20 19298 20059 20820 21581 22342 23089 23836 24583  39522 
0,25 19010 19737 20465 21192 21919 22629 23338 24047  38232 
0,30 18721 19415 20109 20803 21497 22168 22840 23512  36942 
0,35 18433 19093 19754 20414 21075 21708 22342 22976  35652 
0,40 18144 18771 19398 20025 20652 21248 21844 22440  34362 
0,45 17856 18449 19043 19636 20230 20788 21346 21905  33072 
0,50 17567 18127 18687 19247 19807 20328 20849 21369  31782 
0,55 17271 17797 18323 18849 19376 19858 20341 20823  30472 
0,60 16990 17483 17976 18470 18963 19408 19853 20298  29201 

 
 

Table A.3 Corrected Fuel Flow, altitude 1500 ft (part 1) 
FN δ  

(lb/eng.) 

6000 12000 15000 18000 20000 24000 25000 30000 35000 36000 37000 

Mach Corrected Fuel Flow  (lb/hr/engine) 
0,20  1991 3878 5765 7057 9642 10325 13739 17145 17826 18582 
0,25  2307 4131 5955 7204 9702 10362 13658 16941 17598 18321 
0,30  2623 4384 6146 7351 9762 10398 13577 16738 17370 18061 
0,35  2938 4637 6337 7499 9823 10435 13496 16534 17141 17800 
0,40 68 3254 4891 6527 7646 9883 10471 13415 16330 16913 17539 
0,45 527 3570 5144 6718 7793 9943 10508 13335 16127 16685 17279 
0,50 986 3885 5397 6909 7940 10003 10544 13254 15923 16457 17018 
0,55 1443 4200 5649 7098 8085 10059 10577 13168 15712 16221 16750 
0,60 1904 4516 5903 7290 8234 10123 10618 13092 15516 16000 16497 
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Table A.4 Corrected Fuel Flow, altitude 1500 ft (part 2) 
FN δ  

(lb/eng.) 

38000 39000 40000 41000 42000 43000 44000 45000  65000 

Mach Corrected Fuel Flow  (lb/hr/engine) 
0,20 19337 20093 20849 21604 22360 23084 23809 24533  39021 
0,25 19045 19768 20491 21214 21938 22628 23319 24010  37824 
0,30 18752 19442 20133 20824 21515 22172 22829 23486  36627 
0,35 18459 19117 19776 20434 21093 21716 22339 22963  35430 
0,40 18166 18792 19418 20044 20670 21260 21850 22439  34233 
0,45 17873 18466 19060 19654 20248 20804 21360 21916  33037 
0,50 17580 18141 18703 19264 19825 20348 20870 21393  31840 
0,55 17278 17807 18336 18865 19394 19882 20370 20859  30625 
0,60 16994 17490 17987 18484 18981 19436 19891 20346  29446 

 

 
Table A.5 Corrected Fuel Flow, altitude 5000 ft (part 1) 
FN δ  

(lb/eng.) 

6000 12000 15000 18000 20000 24000 25000 30000 35000 36000 37000 

Mach Corrected Fuel Flow  (lb/hr/engine) 
0,20  1973 3865 5756 7080 9727 10431 13950 17398 18088 18837 
0,25  2296 4124 5953 7228 9777 10454 13838 17156 17820 18538 
0,30  2618 4384 6150 7375 9827 10476 13725 16914 17552 18239 
0,35  2941 4644 6346 7523 9876 10499 13612 16671 17283 17940 
0,40 88 3264 4903 6543 7671 9926 10522 13500 16429 17015 17641 
0,45 542 3586 5163 6739 7818 9976 10544 13387 16187 16747 17342 
0,50 996 3909 5422 6936 7966 10026 10567 13274 15945 16479 17043 
0,55 1457 4232 5682 7132 8114 10079 10595 13174 15718 16227 16762 
0,60 1922 4559 5945 7331 8267 10139 10630 13084 15506 15991 16496 
0,65 2369 4878 6202 7526 8411 10181 10644 12954 15241 15698 16172 
0,70 2813 5199 6461 7722 8556 10224 10658 12824 14975 15406 15848 

 
 

Table A.6 Corrected Fuel Flow, altitude 5000 ft (part 2) 
FN δ  

(lb/eng.) 

38000 39000 40000 41000 42000 43000 44000 45000  65000 

Mach Corrected Fuel Flow  (lb/hr/engine) 
0,20 19585 20334 21083 21831 22580 23237 23894 24551  37688 
0,25 19256 19974 20692 21410 22128 22763 23398 24033  36736 
0,30 18926 19614 20301 20989 21676 22289 22903 23516  35784 
0,35 18597 19254 19910 20567 21224 21815 22407 22999  34832 
0,40 18267 18893 19519 20146 20772 21342 21912 22481  33880 
0,45 17938 18533 19129 19724 20320 20868 21416 21964  32928 
0,50 17608 18173 18738 19303 19868 20394 20920 21447  31976 
0,55 17296 17831 18366 18901 19436 19938 20440 20942  30982 
0,60 17001 17507 18012 18517 19022 19500 19978 20456  30017 
0,65 16646 17119 17593 18067 18541 18999 19458 19917  29094 
0,70 16290 16732 17175 17617 18059 18499 18938 19378  28167 

 
 

Table A.7 Corrected Fuel Flow, altitude 10000 ft (part 1) 
FN δ  

(lb/eng.) 

6000 12000 15000 18000 20000 24000 25000 30000 35000 36000 37000 

Mach Corrected Fuel Flow  (lb/hr/engine) 
0,30  1973 3865 5756 7080 9727 10431 13950 17398 18088 18837 
0,35  2296 4124 5953 7228 9777 10454 13838 17156 17820 18538 
0,40  2618 4384 6150 7375 9827 10476 13725 16914 17552 18239 
0,45  2941 4644 6346 7523 9876 10499 13612 16671 17283 17940 
0,50 88 3264 4903 6543 7671 9926 10522 13500 16429 17015 17641 
0,55 542 3586 5163 6739 7818 9976 10544 13387 16187 16747 17342 
0,60 996 3909 5422 6936 7966 10026 10567 13274 15945 16479 17043 
0,65 1457 4232 5682 7132 8114 10079 10595 13174 15718 16227 16762 
0,70 1922 4559 5945 7331 8267 10139 10630 13084 15506 15991 16496 
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Table A.8 Corrected Fuel Flow, altitude 10000 ft (part 2) 
FN δ  

(lb/eng.) 

38000 39000 40000 41000 42000 43000 44000 45000  65000 

Mach Corrected Fuel Flow  (lb/hr/engine) 
0,30 19002 19689 20377 21064 21751 22383 23015 23647  36282 
0,35 18664 19321 19978 20635 21291 21897 22503 23109  35230 
0,40 18327 18953 19579 20205 20831 21412 21992 22572  34178 
0,45 17989 18585 19180 19776 20371 20926 21480 22035  33125 
0,50 17652 18217 18782 19346 19911 20440 20969 21498  32073 
0,55 17390 17926 18462 18998 19534 20038 20542 21045  31121 
0,60 17010 17515 18020 18525 19029 19505 19981 20456  29970 
0,65 16656 17130 17603 18077 18550 19001 19452 19902  28917 
0,70 16302 16744 17187 17629 18071 18497 18923 19348  27864 

 
 
Table A.9 Corrected Fuel Flow, altitude 15000 ft (part 1) 
FN δ  

(lb/eng.) 

6000 12000 15000 18000 20000 24000 25000 30000 35000 36000 37000 

Mach Corrected Fuel Flow  (lb/hr/engine) 
0,50 1022 4032 5578 7124 8167 10254 10795 13499 16153 16684 17246 
0,55 1489 4358 5840 7322 8319 10314 10830 13411 15947 16454 16988 
0,60 1961 4682 6092 7503 8447 10336 10824 13262 15662 16142 16644 
0,65 2427 5008 6349 7691 8582 10366 10826 13124 15394 15848 16320 
0,70 2893 5335 6607 7879 8719 10397 10828 12986 15126 15553 15995 

 
 
Table A.10 Corrected Fuel Flow, altitude 15000 ft (part 2) 
FN δ  

(lb/eng.) 

38000 39000 40000 41000 42000 43000 44000 45000  65000 

Mach Corrected Fuel Flow  (lb/hr/engine) 
0,50 17809 18371 18933 19496 20058 20589 21121 21652  32282 
0,55 17521 18054 18588 19121 19655 20161 20667 21173  31294 
0,60 17147 17650 18152 18655 19158 19636 20114 20593  30159 
0,65 16791 17263 17735 18207 18679 19132 19585 20038  29097 
0,70 16436 16877 17319 17760 18201 18629 19056 19484  28034 

 

 

Table A.11 Corrected Fuel Flow, altitude 20000 ft (part 1) 
FN δ  

(lb/eng.) 

6000 12000 15000 18000 20000 24000 25000 30000 35000 36000 37000 

Mach Corrected Fuel Flow  (lb/hr/engine) 
0,50 1036 4127 5698 7269 8325 10437 10977 13678 16318 16846 17406 
0,55 1510 4452 5953 7455 8462 10477 10992 13566 16087 16591 17122 
0,60 1985 4776 6203 7630 8584 10492 10979 13414 15805 16283 16783 
0,65 2458 5101 6455 7809 8710 10513 10972 13270 15533 15986 16457 
0,70 2930 5427 6708 7989 8837 10534 10966 13125 15262 15690 16130 

 

 

Table A.12 Corrected Fuel Flow, altitude 20000 ft (part 2) 
FN δ  

(lb/eng.) 

38000 39000 40000 41000 42000 43000 44000 45000  47000 

Mach Corrected Fuel Flow  (lb/hr/engine) 
0,50 17966 18525 19085 19645 20204 20739 21273 21807  32491 
0,55 17652 18183 18714 19245 19775 20284 20792 21300  31467 
0,60 17284 17784 18285 18785 19286 19767 20248 20729  30348 
0,65 16927 17397 17868 18338 18808 19264 19719 20174  29277 
0,70 16570 17010 17451 17891 18331 18760 19190 19619  28205 
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Table A.13 Corrected Fuel Flow, altitude 25000 ft (part 1) 
FN δ  

(lb/eng.) 

6000 12000 15000 18000 20000 24000 25000 30000 35000 36000 37000 

Mach Corrected Fuel Flow  (lb/hr/engine) 
0,50 1050 4221 5818 7415 8483 10619 11159 13857 16483 17008 17566 
0,55 1530 4545 6067 7588 8605 10639 11153 13720 16226 16728 17256 
0,60 2010 4869 6313 7757 8721 10648 11134 13566 15947 16424 16922 
0,65 2488 5193 6560 7927 8838 10660 11119 13415 15673 16125 16593 
0,70 2967 5518 6808 8098 8956 10671 11103 13264 15399 15826 16265 

 

 

Table A.14 Corrected Fuel Flow, altitude 25000 ft (part 2) 
FN δ  

(lb/eng.) 

38000 39000 40000 41000 42000 43000 44000 45000  65000 

Mach Corrected Fuel Flow  (lb/hr/engine) 
0,50 18123 18680 19237 19794 20351 20888 21425 21962  32700 
0,55 17784 18312 18840 19368 19896 20407 20917 21428  31640 
0,60 17420 17919 18417 18916 19414 19898 20381 20865  30538 
0,65 17062 17531 18000 18469 18938 19395 19852 20310  29456 
0,70 16704 17143 17583 18022 18461 18892 19323 19754  28375 

 
 

In table A.15 to A.27, data of altitudes with available information is given. The values inside 

the shaded area can be considered as original information, obtained in flight tests. All other 

values, included these not represented here, are gathered by linear extrapolations. 
 

 

Table A.15 Corrected Fuel Flow, altitude 29000 ft 
FN δ  

(lb/eng.) 

6000  35000 36000 37000 38000 39000 40000 41000 42000  70000 

Mach Corrected Fuel Flow  (lb/hr/engine) 
0,50 1062  16695 17138 17674 18201 18762 19320 19876 20468  35562 
0,55 1546  16406 16837 17347 17850 18380 18909 19436 19993  34340 
0,60 2029  16116 16536 17020 17498 17999 18498 18996 19517  33118 
0,65 2513  15827 16235 16693 17146 17617 18087 18555 19041  31896 
0,70 2997  15538 15935 16366 16795 17235 17676 18115 18565  30674 
0,75 3480  15249 15634 16039 16443 16854 17264 17675 18089  29452 
0,78 3770  15075 15453 15843 16232 16625 17018 17411 17804  28718 
0,79 3738  14991 15379 15767 16156 16544 16932 17319 17707  28572 
0,80 3757  14924 15308 15692 16079 16467 16851 17235 17619  28401 
0,81 3918  14881 15258 15635 16013 16391 16769 17148 17527  28112 
0,82 4157  14844 15213 15582 15951 16320 16689 17058 17423  27741 

 
 
Table A.16 Corrected Fuel Flow, altitude 30000 ft 
FN δ  

(lb/eng.) 

15000  35000 36000 37000 38000 39000 40000 41000 42000 43000  70000 

Mach Corrected Fuel Flow  (lb/hr/engine) 
0,50 7529  16685 17208 17729 18248 18766 19270 19783 20128 20347  32707 
0,55 7492  16398 16898 17395 17891 18386 18869 19359 19712 19961  31983 
0,60 7456  16112 16588 17061 17534 18005 18468 18935 19295 19574  31260 
0,65 7419  15826 16277 16727 17176 17625 18067 18512 18879 19188  30537 
0,70 7382  15539 15967 16393 16819 17245 17665 18088 18463 18802  29814 
0,75 7346  15253 15657 16059 16462 16865 17264 17664 18047 18416  29091 
0,78 7324  15081 15470 15859 16248 16637 17023 17410 17797 18184  28657 
0,79 7240  15008 15396 15783 16171 16559 16947 17336 17726 18115  28602 
0,80 7202  14931 15319 15707 16094 16481 16867 17252 17637 18022  28456 
0,81 7247  14897 15274 15651 16029 16406 16784 17161 17559 17957  28284 
0,82 7294  14852 15222 15592 15962 16332 16702 17071 17464 17875  28078 
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Table A.17 Corrected Fuel Flow, altitude 31000 ft 
FN δ  

(lb/eng.) 

15000  37000 38000 39000 40000 41000 42000 43000 44000  70000 

Mach Corrected Fuel Flow  (lb/hr/engine) 
0,50 7780  17760 18254 18780 19298 19861 20306 20624 20935  32729 
0,55 7685  17424 17899 18400 18895 19428 19864 20197 20523  32034 
0,60 7589  17089 17544 18021 18492 18994 19422 19769 20112  31339 
0,65 7493  16753 17189 17641 18088 18560 18980 19342 19700  30644 
0,70 7397  16418 16833 17261 17685 18127 18539 18915 19288  29949 
0,75 7301  16082 16478 16881 17282 17693 18097 18487 18876  29254 
0,78 7244  15881 16265 16653 17040 17433 17832 18231 18629  28837 
0,79 7150  15795 16188 16575 16962 17351 17749 18147 18546  28762 
0,80 7142  15726 16111 16496 16883 17270 17664 18061 18457  28602 
0,81 7119  15665 16043 16421 16799 17175 17574 17979 18384  28483 
0,82 7167  15613 15981 16349 16718 17086 17478 17889 18300  28281 

 
 
Table A.18 Corrected Fuel Flow, altitude 32000 ft 
FN δ  

(lb/eng.) 

6000  38000 39000 40000 41000 42000 43000 44000 45000 46000  70000 

Mach Corrected Fuel Flow  (lb/hr/engine) 
0,50 7391  18753 19144 19491 19884 20320 20645 20964 21291 21594  30116 
0,55 6719  18311 18702 19056 19449 19878 20217 20550 20890 21209  29904 
0,60 6047  17869 18260 18621 19014 19437 19788 20136 20488 20825  29692 
0,65 5375  17427 17819 18187 18580 18995 19360 19721 20086 20440  29480 
0,70 4703  16985 17377 17752 18145 18554 18931 19307 19685 20056  29268 
0,75 4031  16543 16935 17318 17710 18112 18503 18893 19283 19671  29056 
0,78 3627  16278 16670 17057 17449 17847 18246 18644 19042 19441  28928 
0,79 3555  16184 16592 16978 17368 17764 18160 18554 18948 19342  28814 
0,80 3656  16132 16515 16899 17286 17681 18074 18466 18859 19251  28608 
0,81 3562  16064 16440 16815 17191 17590 17991 18394 18791 19189  28565 
0,82 3090  15924 16317 16709 17102 17494 17903 18312 18721 19133  28759 

 

 
Table A.19 Corrected Fuel Flow, altitude 33000 ft 
FN δ  

(lb/eng.) 

15000  39000 40000 41000 42000 43000 44000 45000 46000 47000  70000 

Mach Corrected Fuel Flow  (lb/hr/engine) 
0,50 10966  19558 19778 20052 20359 20664 20981 21530 21989 22422  30656 
0,55 10247  19046 19295 19591 19914 20235 20566 21094 21546 21978  30410 
0,60 9528  18533 18812 19129 19468 19806 20152 20657 21104 21535  30165 
0,65 8809  18021 18330 18668 19023 19377 19737 20220 20662 21091  29919 
0,70 8090  17508 17847 18206 18578 18948 19322 19784 20219 20648  29674 
0,75 7371  16996 17364 17745 18132 18519 18908 19347 19777 20204  29428 
0,78 6940  16689 17075 17468 17865 18262 18659 19085 19512 19938  29281 
0,79 6954  16607 16996 17385 17781 18176 18571 18989 19407 19825  29076 
0,80 6713  16498 16900 17302 17697 18090 18484 18889 19325 19760  29138 
0,81 6614  16407 16807 17206 17606 18008 18409 18811 19241 19671  29056 
0,82 6364  16279 16689 17099 17509 17919 18327 18736 19158 19583  29085 

 

 
Table A.20 Corrected Fuel Flow, altitude 34000 ft 
FN δ  

(lb/eng.) 

15000  41000 42000 43000 44000 45000 46000 47000 48000 49000  70000 

Mach Corrected Fuel Flow  (lb/hr/engine) 
0,50 7969  20069 20374 20692 20987 21559 22139 22684 23237 23792  33564 
0,55 7710  19608 19929 20261 20574 21121 21676 22202 22735 23269  32879 
0,60 7450  19147 19485 19831 20161 20682 21213 21720 22233 22746  32194 
0,65 7191  18686 19040 19400 19748 20244 20749 21238 21730 22223  31508 
0,70 6931  18225 18595 18970 19335 19805 20286 20756 21228 21701  30823 
0,75 6672  17765 18150 18539 18922 19366 19822 20274 20726 21178  30138 
0,78 6516  17488 17884 18281 18675 19103 19544 19984 20424 20864  29727 
0,79 6506  17406 17799 18193 18588 19005 19443 19881 20320 20760  29564 
0,80 6522  17322 17715 18107 18500 18906 19342 19775 20210 20645  29369 
0,81 6227  17176 17600 18024 18426 18827 19257 19687 20116 20545  29389 
0,82 6308  17120 17528 17936 18345 18752 19174 19599 20022 20446  29178 
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Table A.21 Corrected Fuel Flow, altitude 35000 ft 
FN δ  

(lb/eng.) 

15000  42000 43000 44000 45000 46000 47000 48000 49000 50000 51000  70000 

Mach Corrected Fuel Flow  (lb/hr/engine) 
0,50 7754  20488 20717 21029 21591 22169 22723 23265 23811 24225 24733  33694 
0,55 7527  20028 20285 20612 21150 21703 22237 22761 23287 23703 24195  32992 
0,60 7301  19568 19853 20195 20709 21238 21751 22256 22764 23181 23657  32290 
0,65 7075  19108 19421 19778 20268 20772 21265 21752 22240 22658 23119  31587 
0,70 6849  18648 18990 19361 19827 20307 20780 21248 21717 22136 22582  30885 
0,75 6623  18189 18558 18945 19387 19841 20294 20744 21193 21614 22044  30183 
0,78 6487  17913 18298 18695 19122 19562 20003 20441 20879 21300 21721  29761 
0,79 6348  17801 18204 18607 19023 19461 19898 20334 20768 21193 21618  29678 
0,80 6402  17739 18128 18518 18925 19359 19793 20225 20657 21087 21517  29495 
0,81 6358  17639 18041 18442 18844 19274 19703 20131 20559 20984 21399  29338 
0,82 6306  17545 17953 18361 18769 19190 19614 20038 20461 20882 21291  29199 

 
 
Table A.22 Corrected Fuel Flow, altitude 36000 ft 
FN δ

 (lb/eng.) 

15000  44000 45000 46000 47000 48000 49000 50000 51000 52000 53000 54000  70000 

Mach Corrected Fuel Flow  (lb/hr/engine) 
0,50 4557  21186 21639 22205 22752 23284 23841 24244 24676 25152 26085 26921  36096 
0,55 4829  20745 21193 21736 22264 22780 23316 23721 24149 24614 25464 26233  35015 
0,60 5100  20303 20747 21268 21776 22275 22790 23198 23623 24076 24842 25546  33934 
0,65 5372  19862 20301 20800 21289 21770 22264 22675 23096 23538 24221 24858  32853 
0,70 5644  19420 19855 20331 20801 21266 21738 22153 22570 23000 23599 24171  31772 
0,75 5916  18979 19409 19863 20314 20761 21212 21630 22043 22461 22978 23483  30691 
0,78 6079  18714 19141 19582 20021 20458 20897 21316 21727 22138 22605 23071  30042 
0,79 6152  18607 19043 19479 19916 20350 20785 21208 21617 22025 22464 22902  29775 
0,80 6292  18516 18947 19377 19810 20241 20673 21099 21506 21913 22322 22731  29475 
0,81 6385  18448 18870 19292 19720 20148 20574 21000 21406 21810 22214 22608  29263 
0,82 6296  18361 18784 19207 19631 20054 20476 20898 21306 21708 22107 22521  29177 

 
 
Table A.23 Corrected Fuel Flow, altitude 37000 ft 
FN δ  

(lb/eng.) 

15000  45000 46000 47000 48000 49000 50000 51000 52000 53000 54000  70000 

Mach Corrected Fuel Flow  (lb/hr/engine) 
0,50 4113  21755 22269 22778 23328 23872 24282 24716 25188 26117 27048  36457 
0,55 4461  21294 21795 22291 22822 23346 23758 24188 24649 25496 26344  35321 
0,60 4810  20833 21320 21804 22315 22820 23234 23660 24110 24875 25640  34185 
0,65 5158  20371 20846 21317 21808 22295 22710 23132 23571 24253 24935  33049 
0,70 5507  19910 20371 20830 21301 21769 22186 22604 23033 23632 24231  31913 
0,75 5855  19449 19897 20343 20794 21243 21663 22077 22494 23011 23527  30777 
0,78 6064  19172 19612 20051 20490 20928 21348 21760 22171 22638 23105  30095 
0,79 7592  19069 19509 19946 20382 20817 21240 21650 22059 22501 22512  28633 
0,80 6159  18973 19406 19840 20273 20705 21132 21538 21946 22363 22817  29651 
0,81 6401  18867 19322 19750 20179 20606 21031 21439 21842 22247 22607  29256 
0,82 6343  18803 19232 19661 20085 20508 20929 21338 21740 22141 22541  29186 

 
 
 
Table A.24 Corrected Fuel Flow, altitude 38000 ft 
FN δ  

(lb/eng.) 

15000  45000 46000 47000 48000 49000 50000 51000 52000 53000 54000  70000 

Mach Corrected Fuel Flow  (lb/hr/engine) 
0,50 3840  21742 22290 22810 23359 23911 24318 24749 25234 26141 27113  36661 
0,55 4238  21288 21818 22323 22853 23385 23794 24221 24693 25522 26403  35496 
0,60 4637  20834 21345 21836 22346 22858 23270 23694 24153 24902 25693  34332 
0,65 5035  20380 20872 21349 21839 22331 22745 23166 23612 24283 24983  33167 
0,70 5434  19926 20400 20862 21333 21805 22221 22638 23071 23663 24274  32003 
0,75 5832  19472 19927 20375 20826 21278 21697 22111 22531 23044 23564  30838 
0,78 6072  19200 19643 20083 20522 20962 21382 21794 22206 22672 23138  30140 
0,79 6173  19100 19539 19977 20414 20849 21273 21684 22094 22536 22979  29873 
0,80 6280  18996 19438 19871 20305 20738 21166 21574 21981 22396 22811  29593 
0,81 6152  18920 19353 19782 20211 20639 21064 21472 21877 22282 22751  29560 
0,82 6390  18836 19265 19694 20117 20541 20962 21372 21774 22177 22570  29208 
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Table A.25 Corrected Fuel Flow, altitude 39000 ft 
FN δ  

(lb/eng.) 

15000  45000 46000 47000 48000 49000 50000 51000 52000 53000  70000 

Mach Corrected Fuel Flow  (lb/hr/engine) 
0,50 4981  21738 22303 22853 23408 23946 24360 24788 25275 26207  35702 
0,55 5197  21291 21833 22364 22899 23419 23834 24260 24733 25582  34702 
0,60 5413  20843 21364 21875 22390 22892 23309 23731 24191 24958  33702 
0,65 5629  20396 20895 21386 21880 22365 22783 23203 23650 24333  32701 
0,70 5844  19948 20425 20897 21371 21838 22257 22674 23108 23709  31701 
0,75 6060  19501 19956 20408 20861 21311 21732 22146 22567 23085  30701 
0,78 6190  19232 19675 20115 20556 20995 21416 21828 22242 22710  30101 
0,79 6204  19132 19571 20009 20446 20884 21307 21720 22130 22579  29905 
0,80 6298  19030 19467 19904 20338 20771 21199 21607 22017 22425  29639 
0,81 6274  18942 19383 19813 20243 20672 21099 21507 21914 22320  29499 
0,82 6363  18874 19299 19724 20148 20573 20996 21406 21808 22210  29300 

 
 

Table A.26 Corrected Fuel Flow, altitude 40000 ft 
FN δ  

(lb/eng.) 

15000  45000 46000 47000 48000 49000 50000 51000 52000 53000  70000 

Mach Corrected Fuel Flow  (lb/hr/engine) 
0,50 4329  21618 22274 22894 23436 23979 24389 24829 25305 26228  36025 
0,55 4660  21196 21815 22403 22927 23452 23864 24300 24764 25606  34977 
0,60 4991  20775 21357 21913 22418 22925 23339 23770 24224 24984  33929 
0,65 5322  20354 20898 21423 21910 22398 22814 23241 23683 24362  32880 
0,70 5652  19932 20439 20932 21401 21871 22289 22711 23142 23740  31832 
0,75 5983  19511 19980 20442 20893 21344 21765 22181 22601 23118  30784 
0,78 6182  19258 19705 20148 20587 21028 21450 21864 22277 22745  30155 
0,79 6279  19160 19602 20042 20479 20915 21342 21754 22164 22595  29895 
0,80 6353  19060 19499 19935 20370 20805 21232 21643 22051 22449  29650 
0,81 6347  18981 19414 19845 20274 20705 21132 21542 21948 22350  29509 
0,82 6447  18921 19338 19755 20181 20606 21030 21440 21844 22247  29316 

 

 
Table A.27 Corrected Fuel Flow, altitude 41000 ft 
FN δ  

(lb/eng.) 

15000  45000 46000 47000 48000 49000 50000 51000 52000 53000  70000 

Mach Corrected Fuel Flow  (lb/hr/engine) 
0,50 5197  21848 22386 22922 23481 24025 24433 24880 25342 26289  35725 
0,55 5377  21392 21913 22432 22971 23496 23906 24347 24801 25663  34739 
0,60 5557  20936 21440 21943 22460 22967 23380 23815 24260 25037  33752 
0,65 5737  20480 20967 21453 21949 22437 22853 23283 23718 24411  32766 
0,70 5917  20024 20493 20963 21439 21908 22326 22751 23177 23785  31779 
0,75 6097  19567 20020 20473 20928 21379 21800 22219 22636 23160  30793 
0,78 6205  19294 19736 20179 20621 21062 21484 21899 22311 22784  30201 
0,79 6219  19185 19633 20074 20512 20949 21375 21789 22201 22642  29989 
0,80 6280  19081 19530 19967 20403 20837 21265 21677 22086 22495  29749 
0,81 6318  19006 19445 19877 20307 20738 21166 21575 21983 22389  29579 
0,82 6349  18929 19358 19787 20213 20638 21062 21474 21878 22283  29412 
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Table A.28 Maximum climb thrust 
Mach 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.70 0.75 0.80 0.85 0.90 
Height 

(ft) 
Net thrust /delta per engine (lb) 

0 53494 51202 48911 46973 45035 43064 41703 40437 39171       

1000 54534 52207 49880 47919 45958 44037 42638 41355 40073       

1500 55055 52710 50365 48392 46420 44524 43106 41815 40524       

2000 55575 53212 50850 48866 46881 45011 43573 42274 40975       

3000 56615 54218 51820 49812 47804 45984 44509 43193 41877       

4000 57656 55223 52789 50758 48727 46958 45444 44111 42779       

5000 58696 56228 53759 51705 49650 47931 46379 45030 43680 42592 41503     

6000   54759 52713 50666 48945 47389 46012 44674 43562 42450     

7000   55759 53721 51682 49959 48398 46995 45668 44533 43398     

8000   56760 54729 52698 50974 49408 47978 46662 45503 44345     

9000   57760 55737 53714 51988 50417 48960 47656 46474 45292     

10000   58760 56745 54730 53002 51427 49943 48650 47445 46239     

11000   59825 57810 55795 54074 52491 51023 49724 48531 47339     

12000   60890 58875 56859 55147 53555 52103 50798 49618 48438     

13000   61955 59940 57924 56219 54620 53183 51872 50705 49538     

14000   63020 61004 58989 57291 55684 54263 52946 51791 50637     

15000   64085 62069 60053 58364 56748 55343 54020 52878 51736 50735 49733   

16000   64988 63021 61053 59406 57817 56440 55156 54037 52909 51908 50907   

17000   65891 63972 62053 60448 58887 57538 56292 55195 54082 53082 52081   

18000   66794 64923 63053 61490 59956 58636 57429 56354 55255 54255 53255   

19000   67696 65874 64052 62532 61025 59734 58565 57512 56428 55428 54429   

20000   68599 66826 65052 63574 62095 60831 59701 58671 57600 56602 55603 54871 54138 

21000     65779 64360 62941 61734 60682 59705 58721 57740 56756 56042 55328 

22000     66506 65146 63787 62638 61662 60739 59843 58878 57909 57214 56518 

23000     67232 65932 64632 63541 62642 61773 60964 60016 59062 58385 57708 

24000     67959 66719 65478 64444 63622 62808 62085 61154 60215 59556 58897 

25000     68686 67505 66324 65347 64603 63842 63206 62292 61368 60727 60087 

26000       67084 66225 65560 64908 64385 63664 62912 62346 61745 

27000       67843 67102 66517 65974 65565 65037 64456 63965 63404 

28000       68602 67980 67474 67040 66745 66409 66001 65584 65062 

29000       69361 68858 68431 68106 67925 67781 67545 67203 66720 

30000       70121 69735 69389 69172 69105 69154 69090 68822 68378 

31000       70880 70613 70346 70238 70284 70526 70634 70441 70036 

32000       71403 71204 71005 71032 71175 71581 71838 71852 71787 

33000       71926 71795 71663 71826 72065 72637 73042 73262 73538 

34000       72449 72386 72322 72620 72956 73692 74247 74672 75288 

35000       72973 72977 72981 73413 73846 74747 75451 76083 77039 

36089       73201 73239 73276 73760 74245 75165 76178 76829 77895 

37000       72983 73015 73047 73527 74007 74919 75921 76553 77596 

38000       72747 72773 72799 73273 73747 74649 75643 76254 77272 

39000       72510 72531 72551 73019 73488 74380 75364 75955 76948 

40000       72210 72211 72212 72720 73227 74110 75083 75653 76610 

41000       71910 71892 71874 72420 72966 73839 74803 75350 76273 

42000       71609 71572 71535 72120 72705 73568 74522 75048 75936 
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Table A.29 Minimumidle inflight thrust 
Mach 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.70 0.75 0.80 0.85 0.90 

Height (ft) Net thrust/delta per engine (lb) 

0 1679 1394 1109 873 638 413 153 -166 -485       

5000 1914 1605 1295 1059 823 585 310 -10 -329 -705 -1081     

10000   1490 1252 1013 770 492 184 -163 -545 -926     

15000   1730 1474 1219 960 674 356 2 -379 -761 -1165 -1569   

20000   2006 1735 1465 1177 888 558 193 -189 -589 -1000 -1410 -1878 -2347 

25000     1702 1411 1119 776 399 0 -399 -799 -1215 -1678 -2141 

31000       1755 1365 975 581 187 -187 -566 -1001 -1433 

35000       3188 2734 2279 1841 1403 982 566 61 -305 

36089       3689 3196 2703 2253 1802 1365 939 416 55 

37000       4085 3589 3093 2627 2160 1715 1268 742 375 

39000       5096 4551 4005 3503 3002 2531 2063 1516 1166 

41000       5996 5405 4813 4282 3751 3251 2745 2195 1850 

42000       6896 6259 5622 5062 4501 3971 3428 2875 2533 

 

 

Table A.30 Minimum idle fuel flow 
Mach 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.70 0.75 0.80 0.85 0.90 

Height (ft) Minimum corrected idle fuel flow per engine (lb/hr/eng.) 

0 1847 1830 1813 1786 1760 1728 1677 1597 1518       

5000 1717 1702 1688 1668 1649 1624 1577 1521 1465 1393 1321     

10000   1545 1539 1533 1516 1486 1448 1401 1342 1283     

15000   1401 1398 1395 1384 1365 1340 1308 1268 1227 1171 1115   

20000   1306 1300 1293 1277 1261 1236 1206 1174 1143 1101 1060 1009 958 

25000     1196 1185 1174 1155 1132 1102 1073 1039 999 959 920 

31000       1121 1107 1092 1075 1056 1035 1011 986 956 

35000       1181 1170 1160 1145 1130 1111 1092 1071 1047 

36089       1196 1185 1174 1161 1147 1130 1113 1092 1068 

37000       1206 1196 1185 1172 1160 1145 1126 1107 1085 

39000       1230 1219 1208 1197 1185 1170 1155 1138 1117 

41000       1243 1234 1224 1213 1202 1188 1174 1159 1140 

42000       1257 1249 1240 1230 1219 1206 1194 1179 1162 
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Table A.31 Data for brake release to 1500 ft 
BR Weight (lb) Fuel 

(lb) 
Distance 

(nm) 
 Time 
 (min) 

320000 1251 3,50 1,58 

330000 1296 3,58 1,61 

340000 1341 3,65 1,65 

350000 1386 3,73 1,69 

360000 1431 3,80 1,72 

370000 1476 3,88 1,76 

380000 1521 3,95 1,79 

390000 1566 4,03 1,83 

400000 1611 4,10 1,86 

410000 1656 4,18 1,90 

420000 1701 4,25 1,93 

430000 1746 4,33 1,97 

440000 1791 4,40 2,00 

450000 1836 4,48 2,04 

460000 1882 4,55 2,08 

470000 1927 4,63 2,11 

480000 1972 4,70 2,15 

490000 2017 4,78 2,18 

500000 2062 4,85 2,22 

510000 2107 4,93 2,26 

520000 2152 5,00 2,29 

  

 
Table A.32 Recommended holding speed at 1500 ft 

Weight/delta 
(lb) 

Mach 

260000 0,47275 

280000 0,48825 

300000 0,50375 

320000 0,51925 

340000 0,53475 

360000 0,55025 

380000 0,56575 

400000 0,58125 

420000 0,59675 

440000 0,61225 

460000 0,62775 

480000 0,64325 
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Table A.33 High-speed drag polare (part 1) 
 Lift coefficient 

 0 0,100 0,150 0,200 0,250 0,300 0,350 0,400 0,450 

Mach Drag coefficient 

0.30 0,01452 0,01486 0,01529 0,01589 0,01666 0,01761 0,01873 0,02002 0,02148 

0.35 0,01452 0,01486 0,01529 0,01589 0,01666 0,01761 0,01873 0,02002 0,02148 

0.40 0,01452 0,01486 0,01529 0,01589 0,01666 0,01761 0,01873 0,02002 0,02148 

0.45 0,01452 0,01486 0,01529 0,01589 0,01666 0,01761 0,01873 0,02002 0,02148 

0.50 0,01452 0,01486 0,01529 0,01589 0,01666 0,01761 0,01873 0,02002 0,02148 

0.55 0,01452 0,01486 0,01529 0,01589 0,01666 0,01761 0,01873 0,02002 0,02148 

0.60 0,01452 0,01486 0,01529 0,01589 0,01666 0,01761 0,01873 0,02002 0,02148 

0.65 0,01452 0,01486 0,01529 0,01589 0,01666 0,01761 0,01873 0,02002 0,02148 

0.70 0,01452 0,01486 0,01529 0,01589 0,01666 0,01761 0,01873 0,02003 0,02150 

0.71 0,01452 0,01486 0,01529 0,01589 0,01667 0,01761 0,01874 0,02004 0,02152 

0.72 0,01452 0,01486 0,01529 0,01589 0,01667 0,01762 0,01874 0,02005 0,02154 

0.73 0,01452 0,01486 0,01529 0,01589 0,01667 0,01762 0,01875 0,02006 0,02157 

0.74 0,01452 0,01486 0,01529 0,01589 0,01667 0,01762 0,01875 0,02007 0,02159 

0.75 0,01452 0,01486 0,01529 0,01589 0,01667 0,01762 0,01876 0,02008 0,02161 

0.76 0,01452 0,01486 0,01529 0,01589 0,01667 0,01762 0,01876 0,02009 0,02163 

0.77 0,01452 0,01486 0,01529 0,01589 0,01667 0,01762 0,01876 0,02010 0,02165 

0.78 0,01452 0,01486 0,01530 0,01591 0,01669 0,01764 0,01877 0,02008 0,02165 

0.79 0,01549 0,01578 0,01614 0,01665 0,01731 0,01811 0,01906 0,02022 0,02177 

0.80 0,01536 0,01567 0,01605 0,01659 0,01728 0,01813 0,01912 0,02037 0,02191 

0.81 0,01531 0,01564 0,01604 0,01661 0,01734 0,01823 0,01929 0,02057 0,02212 

0.82 0,01538 0,01572 0,01614 0,01674 0,01750 0,01843 0,01953 0,02085 0,02243 

0.83 0,01560 0,01595 0,01639 0,01701 0,01780 0,01878 0,01996 0,02135 0,02298 

0.84 0,01580 0,01617 0,01662 0,01726 0,01809 0,01912 0,02034 0,02179 0,02348 

0.85 0,01600 0,01638 0,01686 0,01753 0,01840 0,01946 0,02074 0,02225 0,02401 

0.86 0,01620 0,01660 0,01710 0,01780 0,01871 0,01982 0,02116 0,02273 0,02457 

0.87 0,01640 0,01682 0,01734 0,01808 0,01903 0,02020 0,02160 0,02324 0,02516 
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Table A.34 High-speed drag polare (part 2) 
 Lift coefficient 

 0,500 0,550 0,600 0,650 0,700 0,750 0,800 0,850 0,900 

Mach Drag coefficient 

0.30 0,02311 0,02491 0,02689 0,02904 0,03136 0,03385 0,03652 0,03935 0,04236 

0.35 0,02311 0,02491 0,02689 0,02904 0,03136 0,03385 0,03652 0,03935 0,04236 

0.40 0,02311 0,02491 0,02689 0,02904 0,03136 0,03385 0,03652 0,03935 0,04236 

0.45 0,02311 0,02491 0,02689 0,02904 0,03136 0,03385 0,03652 0,03935 0,04236 

0.50 0,02311 0,02491 0,02689 0,02904 0,03136 0,03385 0,03652 0,03935 0,04236 

0.55 0,02311 0,02491 0,02689 0,02904 0,03136 0,03385 0,03652 0,03935 0,04236 

0.60 0,02311 0,02491 0,02689 0,02904 0,03136 0,03385 0,03652 0,03935 0,04236 

0.65 0,02311 0,02491 0,02689 0,02904 0,03136 0,03385 0,03652 0,03935  

0.70 0,02316 0,02500 0,02704 0,02928 0,03174 0,03442 0,03735   

0.71 0,02320 0,02507 0,02716 0,02947 0,03203 0,03487 0,03801   

0.72 0,02324 0,02514 0,02727 0,02966 0,03232 0,03531 0,03866   

0.73 0,02328 0,02521 0,02739 0,02985 0,03262 0,03576 0,03932   

0.74 0,02332 0,02528 0,02751 0,03003 0,03291 0,03620    

0.75 0,02335 0,02535 0,02762 0,03022 0,03321 0,03665    

0.76 0,02339 0,02542 0,02774 0,03041 0,03350 0,03709    

0.77 0,02343 0,02549 0,02786 0,03060 0,03379 0,03754    

0.78 0,02342 0,02547 0,02809 0,03095 0,03428 0,03820    

0.79 0,02355 0,02561 0,02830 0,03143 0,03543     

0.80 0,02366 0,02573 0,02856 0,03178 0,03578     

0.81 0,02390 0,02590 0,02877 0,03189 0,03569     

0.82 0,02418 0,02637 0,02912 0,03219 0,03587     

0.83 0,02489 0,02713 0,02977 0,03292 0,03668     

0.84 0,02546 0,02778 0,03051 0,03375 0,03761     

0.85 0,02607 0,02847 0,03129 0,03463 0,03861     

0.86 0,02671 0,02921 0,03213 0,03558 0,03968     

0.87 0,02740 0,03000 0,03304 0,03661 0,04084     

 
 
Table A.35 High-speed drag polare (part 3) 

 Lift coefficient 

 0,950 1,000 

Mach Drag coefficient 

0.30 0,04554 0,04889 

0.35 0,04554 0,04889 

0.40 0,04554 0,04889 

0.45 0,04554 0,04889 

0.50 0,04554  

0.55 0,04554  
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Appendix B - Flowcharts of the Programs 
 

B.1 Flowcharts of Straubinger’s Program 

 

range fuel

Analyze problem type:
fuel, payload or range

determine possible unknown values

touch down weight = zero fuel weight

totaldist.
within

limits ?

call subcruise  (weight) and calculate hold
get weight

height1 = 1500
height2 = cruiselevel diversion

stilltofly = -27
diversion range = -diversion range

call subclides  (schedule,weight,height1,height2,stepsize)
and calculate diversion descent

get weight
flown distance = descent distance
totaldistance = descent distance

distance = diversion range - flown dist. - stilltofly
call subcruise  (cruiselevel,weight,distance)

and calculate diversion cruise
get weight

flown dist. = flown dist + cruise dist.
div. cruise dist = div. cruise dist. + cruise dist.

totaldist. = totaldist + cruise dist.
height1 = cruiselevel diversion

height2 = 1500
call subclides  (schedule,weight,height1,height2,stepsize)

and calculate diversion climb
get weight

totaldist. = flown dist. + climb dist.
stilltofly = climb dist.

YES

N O

call subtakeoff  (weight) and get weight

User input

check data against limit values

seek for
payload ?

fuel
or range ?A BC

YES

N O

D

plb
(call von payload branch)

(to payload branch)

 
Figure B.1 Flowchart of main macro (Diversion for fuel and range calculation)   
 (Straubinger, 2000a) 
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YES

NO

seek for
payload ?

calculate tripfuel
contingency fuel = touch down weight - zero fuel weight

totaldist.
within
limits ?

height1 = 1500
height2 = cruiselevel

stilltofly = -160
range = - range

call subclides (schedule,weight,height1,height2,stepsize)
and calculate descent

get weight
flown distance = descent distance
totaldistance = descent distance

distance =  range - flown dist. - stilltofly
call subcruise (cruiselevel,weight,distance)

and calculate cruise
get weight

flown dist. = flown dist + cruise dist.
main cruise dist = main cruise dist. + cruise dist.

totaldist. = totaldist + cruise dist.
height1 = cruiselevel main

height2 = 1500
call subclides (schedule,weight,height1,height2,stepsize)

and calculate climb
get weight

totaldist. = flown dist. + climb dist.
stilltofly = climb dist.

call subtakeoff (weight)
and get weight

height1 = 1500
height2 = cruiselevel

call subclides (schedule,weight,height1,height2,stepsize)
and calculate descent

get weight2
call subtakeoff (brake release w.) and get weight

height1 = 1500
height2 = cruiselevel

call subclides (schedule,weight,height1,height2,stepsize)
and calculate climb

get weight
call subcruise (cruiselevel,weight,weight2)

and calculate cruise
get cruise distance

contingency
fuel within

limits ?

YES

NO

seek fuel ?
YES

NO

YES

return to
payload branch

NO

quit

C A B
determine range determine fuel

 
 
Figure B.2 Flowchart of main macro (Fuel and range calculation)  (Straubinger, 2000a) 
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totaldist.
within
limits ?

zero fuel weight = operational empty weight
call plb and get range 1

BRW = OEW + fuel - taxifuel + payload
call subtakeoff (weight) and get weight

height1 = 1500
height2 = cruiselevel

stilltofly = 100
call subclides (schedule,weight,height1,height2,stepsize)

and calculate climb
get weight

flown distance = climb distance
totaldistance = climb distance

distance = range - flown dist. - stilltofly
call subcruise (cruiselevel,weight,distance)

and calculate cruise
get weight

flown dist. = flown dist + cruise dist.
main cruise dist = main cruise dist. + cruise dist.

totaldist. = totaldist + cruise dist.
height1 = cruiselevel

height2 = 1500
call subclides (schedule,height1,height2,stepsize)

and calculate descent
get weight

totaldist. = flown dist. + climb dist.
stilltofly = climb dist.

zero fuel weight = operational empty weight
+ max. payload

call plb and get range 2

range within
ranges 1 + 2

payload = payload/(range1-range2)*(range1-range) totaldist.
within
limits ?

distance = diversion range - flown dist. - stilltofly
call subcruise (cruiselevel,weight,distance)

and calculate diversion cruise
get weight

flown dist. = flown dist + cruise dist.
div. cruise dist = div. cruise dist. + cruise dist.

totaldist. = totaldist + cruise dist.
height1 = cruiselevel diversion

height2 = 1500
call subclides (schedule,height1,height2,stepsize)

and calculate diversion descent
get weight

totaldist. = flown dist. + climb dist.
stilltofly = climb dist.

call subtakeoff (weight) and get weight
height1 = 1500

height2 = cruiselevel diversion
stilltofly = 59

call subclides (schedule,weight,height1,height2,stepsize)
and calculate diversion climb

get weight
flown distance = climb distance
totaldistance = climb distance

deltapayold -
(TDW-OEW-cont.fuel

-payl.)<1

call subcruise (weight) and calculate hold
get weight

calculate tripfuel
cont. fuel = input/100 * tripfuel

deltapay = touch down weight-OEW-cont.fuel-payload
payload = payload + deltapay

quit

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

NO

YES

quit

D

 
Figure B.3 Flowchart of main macro (Calculation of payload)  (Straubinger, 2000a) 
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abs(limit)<limit1
or abs(limit)>limit2

counter = counter + 1

AB

output
return

call subdata

user input
height; ma; wtox1; wtox2; udist; utime; hold; dw

remote = 1; datawrite = 0

analyze input
define limits for calculation:

weight, distance or time

dwn = dw

calculate delta, theta, deltatotal, thetatotal, ktas

determine startweight

counter = 0

totaldist = totaldist - distance
totaltime = totaltime - time
weight2 = weight2 + dwn

dwn = dwn / 2

call subwrite

abs(limit)>limit2

counter = 1

write data ?

NO

YES

YES

NO

YES

NO

weight1 = weight2
SAR1 = SAR2

YES

NO

C  
 
 
Figure B.4… Flowchart of macro for cruise calculation subcruise  (Straubinger, 2000a) 
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weight2 = weight1 - dwn

lookup in ahold and determine
Mach number, deltatotal, thetatotal, ktas

calculate cl
call subcd (cl, ma) and get cd
calculate thrust and net thrust

call subfuel and get corrected fuel flow
calculate fuel flow
calculate SAR 2

calculate distance
totaldist = totaldist + distance

calculate time
totaltime = totaltime + time

hold = 1

counter = 1

A

NO

YES

B

YES

NO

C

 
 
Figure B.5 Flowchart of macro for cruise calculation subcruise  (Straubinger, 2000a) 
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NO

YES

user input
schedule, weight, heights, dh

descent ?

c = 0

backwards ?

determine height of Mach number  = KTAS
weight = weightstart
height 2 = heightstart

determine signum of dh

totaltime = 0
totaldist = 0
totalfuel = 0

endweight = 0

back = 1back = -1

calculate delta 2
calculate theta 2

height 1=
heightend

calculate Mach number 2

endweight = weight
return

B

YES NO

YES

NO

values height 1 = values height 2
height2 = height1+dh

height2 =
heightstart

NO

YES

calculate deltatotal 2,
thetatotal 2,

ktas

A

call subidlefnd, get net thrust
call subfuel or subidlefnd and get

corrected fuel flow
calculate fuel flow

 
 
Figure B.6 Flowchart of macro for climb and descent subclides (Straubinger, 2000a) 
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loop = 3

build the average ROC/ROD
build the average ktas

calculate horizontal ktas
calculate distance

totaldist = totaldist+dist
totaltime = totaltime+time
totalfuel = totalfuel+burnt

values height 1 = values height 2
height 2 = height 1+dh

loop = loop + 1
calculate cl

call subcd (cl, ma) and get cd
calculate thrust

calculate sinus gama

YES

NO

calculate ROC/ROD
use values: height 2

loop = 1

calculate ROC/ROD
calculate time

calculate burned fuel
weight = weight 1-burned fuel

NO YES

B

build the average fuel flow
use values: height 1

loop = 0
weight 1 = weight

A

 
 

 
Figure B.7 Flowchart of macro for climb and descent subclides  (Straubinger, 2000a) 
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YES

call subidlefnd and get
fuel flow

YES

user input:
altitude, Mach number, net thrust

output

n = 0
counter = 0

call subidlefnd and get fuel flow

store altitude and fuel flow of this table

consider table of n-th altitude

NO

find
fuel flow table for

this altitude
?

Mach
number within

the limits of this
table ?

net
thrust within

the limits of this
table ?

counter < 3 ?

n - counter
> 4

call subnewton and perform iteration
get fuel flow

output

n = n + 1

NO

NO

YES

NO

NO

YES

YES

counter = counter + 1

 
 
Figure B.8 Flowchart of subfuel (controls the interpolation of fuel flow)  (Straubinger, 2000a) 
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loop = 4

NO

YES

y = 0
factor = 0
loop = 0

loop = loop + 1

x(4) = 0
y(4) = 0
loop = 3

factor = factor*(x - x(loop-1))

y(1) = (y(1) - y(2))/(x(1) - x(loop))

loop < 3

y(2) = (y(2) - y(3))/(x(2) - x(loop+1))

loop = 1

y(3) = (y(3) - y(4))/(x(3) - x(loop+2))

return

return

return

NO

YES

YES

NO

YES

NO

 
 
Figure B.9 Flowchart of Newtons interpolation subnewton  (Straubinger, 2000a) 
 

 

 

Flowcharts for the macros subidlefnd, subcd and subtakeoff are not provided, since they con-

sists of simple linear interpolations. (Straubinger, 2000a) 
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 B.2 Simple Flowchart of Young’s Program 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Input:  Range, Payload, Reserves & Drag reduction factor 

Set initial BR Weight 

Lookup: Take-off & Climb 
to 1500ft 

Climb Macro 

Cruise Macro 

Descent Macro 

Lookup Approach and Land  
at Destination 

Calculated 
Range Equals 
Input Range  ? 

 

Revise  
TOC to 

TOD dis-
tance 

Calculate:  Fuel, Range & 
Time 

No 

Lookup Land & Taxy 
 at Destination  

Yes 

Set Initial Value for 
TOC to TOD  Distance 

Climb Macro 
For Alternate Leg 

Cruise Macro 
For Alternate Leg 

Descent Macro 
For Alternate Leg 

Calculate Fuel, Range & 
Time for Alternate Leg 

Calculated 
Range equals 

200nm 
? 

Subroutine Hold 

Lookup Approach & Land 
at Alternate 

Set Initial Value for Alter-
nate TOC to TOD distance 

Revise  
TOC to 

TOD dis-
tance 

Yes 

No 

Calculate ZFW and OEW 

Calculated 
OEW equals 
actual OEW 

? 

No 

Revise BR Weight 

Yes 

Output:  Fuel, Distance, Time  

Lookup Missed Approach 
at Destination 

Figure B.10   Flowchart of calculations (Young/Fielding, 2001) 
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Appendix C 
 

Original Example of Operating Manual A 330 
 

C.1 Original Example for LR speed 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure C.1 Description of cruise fuel and time determination (part 1)  (Operating Manual)
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Figure C.2 Description of cruise fuel and time determination (part 2)  (Operating Manual) 
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Figure C.3 Table for cruise fuel and time determination  (Operating Manual)
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Figure C.4 Description of corrections and determination of end results  (Operating Manual)
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Figure C.5 Table of corrections and determination of end results  (Operating Manual) 
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Figure C.6 Table for corrections due to wind effects  (Operating Manual) 
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Figure C.7 Integrated cruise table for LR at FL310 (part 1)  (Operating Manual)
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Figure C.8 Integrated cruise table for LR at FL310 (part 2)  (Operating Manual) 
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Figure C.9 Integrated cruise table for LR at FL310 (part 3)  (Operating Manual)
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Figure C.10 Integrated cruise table for LR at FL350 (part 1)  (Operating Manual) 
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Figure C.11 Integrated cruise table for LR at FL350 (part 2)  (Operating Manual)
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Figure C.12 Integrated cruise table for LR at FL390 (part 1)  (Operating Manual)
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Figure C.13 Integrated cruise table for LR at FL390 (part 2)  (Operating Manual)
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Figure C.14 Climb correction tables  (Operating Manual)
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Figure C.15 Descent correction tables  (Operating Manual) 
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Figure C.16 Alternate determination tables  (Operating Manual) 
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Figure C.17 General information of constants  (Operating Manual) 
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C.2 Comparison to computed Results of the modified Program 
 
 
Table C.1 Comparison of results of LR speed example 

Output Summary unit calculated 
results 

 Operating 
Manual 

     
Run Number  1   
Ramp Weight lb 440900  440700 
Brake Release Weight lb 440000  440000 
Payload lb 50500  50500 
OEW  lb 259600  259600 
HLFC drag reduction lb 0,00%   
HLFC fuel flow increase % 0,00%   
Contingency % 5,0%  5,0% 

     
Range nm 4381  4380 
Trip fuel lb 109061  110100 
Trip time hr min 09:42  09:38 
Block fuel lb 110361   
Block time hr min 10:22   
Alternate nm 250  250 
Hold time hr min 00:30  00:30 

     
Fuel Breakdown     
Start up and taxy lb 900  700 
Trip fuel lb 109061  110100 
Alternate and land lb 8802  9000 
Final reserve (Holding) lb 4881  5300 
Contingency fuel lb 5453  5500 
Additional lb 0  0 
Tankered fuel lb 1702  0 
Total fuel lb 130800  130600 

     
Trip Fuel Breakdown     
Takeoff, climb to 1500 ft lb 1791   
Climb to cruise altitude lb 7763   
Cruise lb 97801   
Descent to 1500 ft lb 1205   
Approach & land lb 500   
Total trip fuel (excl. taxy) lb 109061  110100 
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Appendix D  
 

Example according to the Operating Manual A330 
 

D.1 Example for a fixed Mach number 
 

This example accords to the Operating Manual for an aircraft of the version A330. It is es-

tablished to achieve a greater similarity to conditions fixed in the program used. The necessary 

input parameters are given in table 5.8 in chapter 5.2.2. A wind correction is left out, since still 

air conditions are assumed. In the integrated cruise table shown in figures D.1 to D.3 a range 

of 8693 nm and a time of 1136 min can be found for the start weight of 480,000 lb. All three 

values are entered the table D.1. 
 

On account of the step climb performed at a gross weight of 454,500 lb, which is apparent 

because of the change in TAS, the mission is split at this point. This would not have been ne-

cessary and has only descriptive reasons. The appropriate range equals to 7792 nm and the 

time to 1019 min. In the box designated with “1” in table D.1, the differences between the 

weights, distances and times are calculated, as well as the remaining distance by subtracting the 

already flown distance from the input range defined at the beginning. 
 
 
Table D.1 Cruise fuel and time calculation 

Mach number 0.80 opt. FL 
Initial Flightlevel: FL350 
Ground Distance: 5000nm 
Wind (‘-‘ head/’+’ tail) 0 kt 
Air distance 5000 nm 

 
FL: 350 

 
Overhead Departure  Start of climb segment  1  
Weight: 480000 lb  Weight: 454500 lb  Fuel: 35500 lb 
Distance: 8693 nm  Distance: 7792 nm  Distance:  901 nm 
Time: 1136 min  Time: 1019 min  Time: 117 min 
      Remaining Distance: 4099 nm 

FL: 390 
 
Begin of second cruise segment  Overhead Destination  2  
Weight: 454500 lb  Weight: 353717 lb  Fuel: 100783 lb 
Distance: 7792 nm  Distance: 3693 nm  Distance: 4099 nm 
Time: 1019 min  Time: 483 min  Time: 536 min 
      Remaining Distance: 0 nm 
 

Total Values 
Weight overhead departure: 480000 lb 
Weight overhead destination: 353717 lb 
Fuel: 136283 lb 
Time: 653 min 
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The values from the start of climb segment represent also the weight, distance and time at the 

begin of the second cruise segment, since the more needed fuel to perform the step climb is 

considered later. Because the remaining distance at destination must amount to zero, the in the 

second cruise segment covered distance is equivalent to the remaining distance of 4099 nm. By 

calculating the difference between this and distance parameter at the begin of this segment, 

which amounts to 7792 nm, a value of 3693 nm is obtained. With this the appropriate weight 

and time can be determined from the integrated cruise table from figure D.1. Since the value 

cannot be found, this must be done by interpolation between to adjacent values, which leads to 

a time of 483 min and a weight overhead departure of 353,717 lb. 
 

The differences between the weights and times represent the time needed and the fuel used in 

this second cruise segment and can be entered in the in the box designated with “2” in table 

D.1. Adding the corresponding values of the boxes “1” and ”2” gives the fuel used and the 

time needed in performing a cruise over 5000 nm. These values are not very useful, as all other 

parts of the flight mission are not yet considered. The BRW and the weight overhead destina-

tion are used succeeding to carry out the necessary corrections. Both values are listed in table 

D.2. 
 

 

Table D.2 Corrections and calculation of block fuel, payload and flight time 
1 (1)    MaxTO Weight at BRAKE RELEASE �  4 8 0 �  0 
2          Weight Overhead Destination �  3 5 3 �  7 
3 - Temperature Correction for CRUISE –   0 �  0 
4 + Correction for Air Conditioning (+ for LO, - for HI) +   0 �  0 
5 - Climb Correction –   6 �  5 
6 + TO Altitude Correction +   0 �  0 
7 - Step Climb Correction –   0 �  4 
8 = Corrected Weight Overhead Destination = 3 4 6 �  8 
9 + DESCENT correction (including 6 min IFR) +   1 �  9 
10 (2)    Landing Weight at Destination = 3 4 8 �  7 
11 - ALTERNATE Fuel –   9 �  3 
12 = ALTERNATE Landing Weight = 3 3 9 �  4 
13 - HOLDING –   5 �  3 
14 = Weight at END OF HOLDING = 3 3 4 �  1 
15 TRIP FUEL (1) – (2) 1 3 1 �  3 
16 - “En Route” Reserve –   6 �  6 
17 (3) ZERO FUEL WEIGHT = 3 2 7 �  5 
18 - OPERATING WEIGHT EMPTY – 2 5 9 �  6 
19 = Max Allowable Payload =  6 7 �  9 

        
BLOCK FUEL CALCULATION 

20 Required Fuel (1) – (3) �  1 5 2 �  5 
21 + Taxi +   0 �  7 
22 = Block Fuel = 1 5 3 �  2 

        
FLIGHT TIME CALCULATION (H.MIN) 

23 Time from integrated cruise table �  1 0 �  5 3 
24 + CLIMB Correction +  0 �  0 6 
25 + Descent Correction (including 6 min IFR) +  0 �  1 0 
26 = Flight Time = 1 1 �  0 9 
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The climb correction term is determined from figure C.14 for a velocity of Mach 0.80 and a 

BRW of 480,000 lb and amounts to 6,500 lb. Additionally, the step climb is considered by 400 

lb, which is the up-rounded value of a proposed amount of 350 lb, also found in figure C.14. 

Both correction terms are subtracted from the weight overhead destination, since the aircraft 

engines burn more fuel while performing a climb than performing a cruise. All other correc-

tions of lines 3 to 7 in table D.2 are not necessary on account of the chosen input parameters, 

which gives a corrected weight overhead destination of 346,800 lb. 

 

Now, the descent correction term is determined from figure C.15, based on the weight over-

head destination. An interpolation leads to an amount of about 1,900 lb, which, of course, 

must be added to calculate the landing weight at destination of 348,700 lb. 

 

Subsequently, the alternate fuel according to the international requirements has to be deter-

mined from figure C.16. By assuming that 250 nm flown at FL310 are required, it leads to an 

amount of 8,859 lb additional fuel needed. However, this value is based on the assumption of 

an alternate landing weight of 310,000 lb. Therefore, another correction factor is provided in 

figure C.16, which amounts to 13 in this case and has to be handled in the following way using 

also the landing weight at destination: 

 

 lb 339841lb 8,859-lb700,348 =  (D-1) 

 

 lb 38813
000,1

lb 310,000-lb 841,339
=⋅








 (D-2) 

 

 lb 9,247lb 388lb 859,8 =+  (D-3) 

 

Thus, an amount of 9,300 lb is considered in the calculation in order to do not neglect about 

50 lb fuel. Subtraction of this value leads to a landing weight at alternate of 339,400 lb. Finally, 

fuel needed for the hold, which is defined as a constant of 5,300 lb in figure C.17, has to be 

subtracted, which gives an weight at the end of hold of 334,100 lb. 

 

The trip fuel is obviously represented by the difference between BRW and landing weight at 

destination and equals to 131,300 lb. From this the contingency fuel, here called en-route re-

serve, can be calculated, which amounts to 5% of the trip fuel, and thus to 6,600 lb. This leads 

to a ZFW of 327,500 lb. Since the OEW weight is known, the maximum allowable payload for 

this flight mission is obtained and equals to 67,900 lb. 

 

Eventually, the block fuel and the flight time are determined by applying values, which are con-

stant for this mission and can be found in figures C.14, C.15 and C17. This results in a flight 

time of 11:09 hrs and a fuel of 153,200 lb necessary to be taken on-board. 
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Figure D.1 Integrated cruise table for M0.80 opt. FL (part 1)  (Operating Manual) 
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Figure D.2 Integrated cruise table for M0.80 opt. FL (part 2)  (Operating Manual) 
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Figure D.3 Integrated cruise table for M0.80 opt. FL (part 3)  (Operating Manual) 
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D.2 Comparison to computed Results of the modified Program 
 

 
Table D.3 Comparison of results of fixed Mach number example 

Output Summary unit calculated 
results 

 Operating 
Manual 

     
Run Number  1   
Ramp Weight lb 480900  480700 
Brake Release Weight lb 480000  480000 
Payload lb 67900  67900 
OEW  lb 259600  259600 
HLFC drag reduction lb 0,00%   
HLFC fuel flow increase % 0,00%   
Contingency % 5,0%  5,0% 

     
Range nm 5000  5000 
Trip fuel lb 130893  131300 
Trip time hr min 11:04  11:09 
Block fuel lb 132193   
Block time hr min 11:44   
Alternate nm 250  250 
Hold time hr min 00:30  00:30 

     
Fuel Breakdown     
Start up and taxy lb 900  700 
Trip fuel lb 130893  131300 
Alternate and land lb 9176  9300 
Final reserve (Holding) lb 5387  5300 
Contingency fuel lb 6545  6600 
Additional lb 0  0 
Tankered fuel lb 499  0 
Total fuel lb 153400  153200 

     
Trip Fuel Breakdown     
Takeoff, climb to 1500 ft lb 1972   
Climb to cruise altitude lb 8379   
Cruise lb 118805   
Descent to 1500 ft lb 1237   
Approach & land lb 500   
Total trip fuel (excl. taxy) lb 130893  131300 
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Appendix E 
 

Airspeed conversions 
 
The following equations are based on the unit knots for the airspeeds and according to Boeing 
(1989) 
 
 

Determination of Mach number from other airspeed information: 

 

from CAS: 
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Determination of calibrated air speed (CAS) from other airspeed information: 

 

from Mach number: ( )[ ]( )
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Determination of equivalent air speed (EAS) from other airspeed information: 

 

from Mach number: δMEAS 4786.661=  

 

from CAS: 
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from TAS: 
σ
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Determination of equivalent air speed (EAS) from other airspeed information: 

 

from Mach number: v M= 6614786. θ  

 

from CAS: 
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Appendix F 
 

Units conversions  
 

(Young, 1999) 
 

Length: cm54.2in1 =  

 

 m0.3048ft1 =  

 

 km1.852nm1 =  

 

Area: 22 cm6.4516inch1 =  

 

 2-22 m109.2902ft1 ⋅=  

 

Volume: 3-23 m102.832ft1 ⋅=  

 

Mass: kg4536.0lb1 =  

 

 kg59.14slug1 =  

 

Density: 33 kg/m4.515slug/ft1 =  

 

Speed: m/sec0.3048ft/sec1 =  

 

 m/sec0.5144kt1 =  

 

 km/hr1.852kt1nm1 ==  

 

Force: N448.4lb1 =  

 

Pressure: 22 N/m1lb/in1 =  
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Appendix G 
 

ISA Table and Basic Data 
 
 

Table G.1 ISA Table (Young, 2000) 

 

Height Theta Temp Temp Delta Pressure Pressure Sigma Density Density a a a 
(ft)  (K) (C)  (Pa) (lb/ft^2)  (kg/m^3) slugs/ft^3 (m/s) (ft/s) (kts) 

             
0 1,0000 288,15 15,00 1,0000 101325 2116,22 1,0000 1,2250 2,377E-03 340,3 1116,5 661,5 

1000 0,9931 286,17 13,02 0,9644 97717 2040,85 0,9711 1,1896 2,308E-03 339,1 1112,6 659,2 
2000 0,9862 284,19 11,04 0,9298 94213 1967,68 0,9428 1,1549 2,241E-03 337,9 1108,7 656,9 
3000 0,9794 282,21 9,06 0,8962 90812 1896,64 0,9151 1,1210 2,175E-03 336,8 1104,9 654,6 
4000 0,9725 280,23 7,08 0,8637 87511 1827,70 0,8881 1,0879 2,111E-03 335,6 1101,0 652,3 
5000 0,9656 278,24 5,09 0,8320 84307 1760,79 0,8617 1,0555 2,048E-03 334,4 1097,1 650,0 
6000 0,9587 276,26 3,11 0,8014 81200 1695,89 0,8359 1,0239 1,987E-03 333,2 1093,2 647,7 
7000 0,9519 274,28 1,13 0,7716 78185 1632,94 0,8106 0,9930 1,927E-03 332,0 1089,3 645,4 
8000 0,9450 272,30 -0,85 0,7428 75262 1571,89 0,7860 0,9629 1,868E-03 330,8 1085,3 643,0 
9000 0,9381 270,32 -2,83 0,7148 72428 1512,70 0,7620 0,9334 1,811E-03 329,6 1081,4 640,7 

10000 0,9312 268,34 -4,81 0,6877 69682 1455,33 0,7385 0,9046 1,755E-03 328,4 1077,4 638,3 
11000 0,9244 266,36 -6,79 0,6614 67020 1399,74 0,7156 0,8766 1,701E-03 327,2 1073,4 636,0 
12000 0,9175 264,38 -8,77 0,6360 64441 1345,87 0,6932 0,8491 1,648E-03 326,0 1069,4 633,6 
13000 0,9106 262,39 -10,76 0,6113 61943 1293,70 0,6713 0,8224 1,596E-03 324,7 1065,4 631,2 
14000 0,9037 260,41 -12,74 0,5875 59524 1243,18 0,6500 0,7963 1,545E-03 323,5 1061,4 628,8 
15000 0,8969 258,43 -14,72 0,5643 57182 1194,27 0,6292 0,7708 1,496E-03 322,3 1057,3 626,4 
16000 0,8900 256,45 -16,70 0,5420 54915 1146,93 0,6090 0,7460 1,448E-03 321,0 1053,3 624,0 
17000 0,8831 254,47 -18,68 0,5203 52722 1101,12 0,5892 0,7218 1,401E-03 319,8 1049,2 621,6 
18000 0,8762 252,49 -20,66 0,4994 50600 1056,80 0,5699 0,6981 1,355E-03 318,5 1045,1 619,2 
19000 0,8694 250,51 -22,64 0,4791 48548 1013,94 0,5511 0,6751 1,310E-03 317,3 1041,0 616,8 
20000 0,8625 248,53 -24,62 0,4595 46563 972,49 0,5328 0,6527 1,266E-03 316,0 1036,8 614,3 
21000 0,8556 246,54 -26,61 0,4406 44645 932,43 0,5150 0,6308 1,224E-03 314,8 1032,7 611,9 
22000 0,8487 244,56 -28,59 0,4223 42791 893,72 0,4976 0,6095 1,183E-03 313,5 1028,6 609,4 
23000 0,8419 242,58 -30,57 0,4046 41001 856,32 0,4807 0,5888 1,143E-03 312,2 1024,4 606,9 
24000 0,8350 240,60 -32,55 0,3876 39271 820,19 0,4642 0,5686 1,103E-03 311,0 1020,2 604,4 
25000 0,8281 238,62 -34,53 0,3711 37601 785,31 0,4481 0,5489 1,065E-03 309,7 1016,0 601,9 
26000 0,8212 236,64 -36,51 0,3552 35989 751,64 0,4325 0,5298 1,028E-03 308,4 1011,7 599,4 
27000 0,8144 234,66 -38,49 0,3398 34433 719,15 0,4173 0,5112 9,919E-04 307,1 1007,5 596,9 
28000 0,8075 232,68 -40,47 0,3250 32932 687,81 0,4025 0,4931 9,568E-04 305,8 1003,2 594,4 
29000 0,8006 230,70 -42,45 0,3107 31485 657,58 0,3881 0,4754 9,226E-04 304,5 999,0 591,9 
30000 0,7937 228,71 -44,44 0,2970 30090 628,43 0,3741 0,4583 8,893E-04 303,2 994,7 589,3 
31000 0,7869 226,73 -46,42 0,2837 28745 600,34 0,3605 0,4417 8,570E-04 301,9 990,3 586,8 
32000 0,7800 224,75 -48,40 0,2709 27449 573,28 0,3473 0,4255 8,256E-04 300,5 986,0 584,2 
33000 0,7731 222,77 -50,38 0,2586 26201 547,21 0,3345 0,4097 7,950E-04 299,2 981,7 581,6 
34000 0,7662 220,79 -52,36 0,2467 24999 522,11 0,3220 0,3944 7,654E-04 297,9 977,3 579,0 
35000 0,7594 218,81 -54,34 0,2353 23842 497,96 0,3099 0,3796 7,366E-04 296,5 972,9 576,4 
36000 0,7525 216,83 -56,32 0,2243 22729 474,71 0,2981 0,3652 7,086E-04 295,2 968,5 573,8 
36089 0,7519 216,65 -56,50 0,2234 22632 472,68 0,2971 0,3639 7,062E-04 295,1 968,1 573,6 
37000 0,7519 216,65 -56,50 0,2138 21663 452,43 0,2844 0,3483 6,759E-04 295,1 968,1 573,6 
38000 0,7519 216,65 -56,50 0,2038 20646 431,20 0,2710 0,3320 6,442E-04 295,1 968,1 573,6 
39000 0,7519 216,65 -56,50 0,1942 19677 410,97 0,2583 0,3164 6,140E-04 295,1 968,1 573,6 
40000 0,7519 216,65 -56,50 0,1851 18754 391,68 0,2462 0,3016 5,851E-04 295,1 968,1 573,6 
41000 0,7519 216,65 -56,50 0,1764 17874 373,30 0,2346 0,2874 5,577E-04 295,1 968,1 573,6 
42000 0,7519 216,65 -56,50 0,1681 17035 355,78 0,2236 0,2739 5,315E-04 295,1 968,1 573,6 
43000 0,7519 216,65 -56,50 0,1602 16236 339,09 0,2131 0,2611 5,066E-04 295,1 968,1 573,6 
44000 0,7519 216,65 -56,50 0,1527 15474 323,18 0,2031 0,2488 4,828E-04 295,1 968,1 573,6 
45000 0,7519 216,65 -56,50 0,1455 14748 308,01 0,1936 0,2371 4,601E-04 295,1 968,1 573,6 
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Table G.2 Basic data for ISA -Table Calculation (Young, 2000) 
Temperature value unit 
At sea-level pressure   
 T_o = 288,15 K 
In the troposphere   
 theta = 1 - (L/T_o)*h   
 L = 0,0019812 K/ft 
In the stratosphere   
 T =  216,65 K 
 theta = 0,751865  

   
Pressure value unit 
At sea-level pressure   
 p_0 = 101325 Pa 
 p_0 = 2116,217 lb/ft^2 
In the troposphere   
 delta = (1-a1*h)^a2   
 a1 = 6,87559E-06  
 a2 = 5,25588  
In the stratosphere   
 delta = a3*e^(a4-a5h)   
 a3 = 0,223361  
 a4 = 1,73457  
 a4 = 4,80635E-05  

   
Density value unit 
 sigma = delta/theta   
sea-level   
 rho_0 = 1,225 kg/m^3 
 rho_0 = 0,002377 slugs/ft^3 

   
Speed of Sound value unit 
sea-level   
a_0 = 340,294 m/s 
a_0 = 1116,45 ft/s 
a_0 = 661,4786 knots 
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